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(Abstraot) 
Pupil behavior indicating a laok of interest in learning aa 
observed in home eoonoraioe clasaee was analysed to find the cauaea 
of laok of interest. With these causes in mind, a survey was made of 
literature in home econoraioa education to find suggestions for develop- 
ing and maintaining interest in learning. Six of these suggestions 
were used by the writer in a study of the selection, cost, oare, and 
oonstruotion of clothing. The study revealed that where there was 
pupil interest in learning already, it was maintained. Intereat in 
learning waa developed in other oases. But the writer feels that 
there are pupils who need oompetent guidanoe in finding, developing 
and enriching their interest. 
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Experience in teaching home economic* convinced the writer of 
the importance of finding meant for developing and maintaining the 
interest of pupils in learning. That this need it generally reoogniied 
is evidenced in the literature in the field of home economics as well 
as general education. Pupil behavior as reported by experienced 
teachers* gives further evidence of the faot that pupils frequently 
show in home eoonomios classes insufficient evidence of interest in 
learning. Typical comments are found in the following statements: 
"My girls are not interested in learning to sew; all they want is a 
dress." "If my girls would make the dressos themselves they might 
learn something, but they slip them out, and their mammas finish them." 
"How do you ever get enough food to serve a meal if you don't have a 
laboratory feet My girls forget everything they are supposed to bring 
to school to oook." "How will they ever be interested in learning 
to oook without making such a mess?" "My girls want to oook things 
they already know how to cook. They are not interested in learning 
how to do anything a different way." "The questions the girls ask 
show so little thought and suoh a feeling of not being responsible." 
"Do I have to rip this out? becomes almost a daily comment." "How do 
you want me to finish this sleeve seam?" "Do I really have to shrink 
* Group of teaohers enrolled in Class in Problems in Home 
Economics Education, Summer School 1939, Woman's College of the 
University of North Carolina. 
this material!"    "Is this design printed true with the grain?" 
Because of the attitude ouch comments  indicate the writer has 
attempted in this study to provide such aotlyities as might be effeotiwe 
in developing the interest of a group of girls in learning.    This was 
done with a group of forty-eight high school girls in the SeTenty-first 
School,  Fayetterille,  North Carolina,   through the activities oentered 
around a unit in selection,   cost,  construction,  and care of clothing. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
"The general end of education in Amerioa at thu present tine is 
tha fullest possible development of the individual within the framework 
of our present industrialised damooratio society."* It is concerned 
with the "mastery of suoh  knowledge, the acquisition of suoh attitudes, 
and the development of suoh habits"2 that the learner will follow a 
socially desirable way of living. In order to attain this end, his 
curiosity should be enoouraged to range over many fields, imparting 
to him the idea that eduoation cannot be gained in a few years in 
school nor from just books, but that it is a life-time enterprise for 
which the sohools should supply a good running start and that "what one 
knows is, in youth, of little moment. They know enough who know how 
to learn."' He may thus be started on a career of life-long learning 
and find a sense of intellectual adventure and satisfaotion in learning 
everything he oan about the world with which he oomes in contact. 
Spafford says, "Learning is the heart of eduoation."* Onoe tha 
objectives of eduoation have been set up, one should be concerned that 
the pupil should learn the things neoessary to attain them. The 
1 The Purpose of Education in American Demooracy. Educational 
Policies Commission, Washington, D. C, 193TJ7 P« 41« 
* Henry Adams, The Sducation of Henry Adams, An Autobiography, 
Hough ton llifflin Company, Boston, 19TB\ p. 314. 
* Ivol Spafford, Fundamentals in Teaching Home Economios, John 
Wiley and Sons, Ino., Hew York, 1935, p. 93. 
attainment of those ende of education "must be observed in individual 
behavior or conduct"** in life situations. 
Our forefathers, in order to train children and fit them for 
life, established schools patterned after the most successful sohools of 
Europe. But these sohools had been established to train orators, 
statesmen, and men leading a publio life.6 They trained only the male 
of the speoies. In answer to the desire and demand of the people the 
sohools were made available to the masses. Girls and women were ad- 
mitted to the sohools; compulsory school laws were passed; exploitation 
of children by labor was prohibited. All these things were brought about 
in order that the individual "should be changed from an immature child 
with meager knowledge and power into a responsible oitisen competent to 
deal forcefully with the intricacies of modern life."7 
If, however, we aooept the challenging statement of youth in 
regard to the cause of pupil failure and pupil drop-outs,8 we must admit 
Educational Polioies Commissions, loo, oit. 
6 Charles H. Judd, The American Educational System, Houghton 
Hifflin Company, Boston, lTTo*. 
" John Dewey, Interest and Effort in Education, Houghton Hifflin 
Company, 1913, Introduction p. lx. 
8 Gorden W. Lovejoy, Paths to Maturity, University of Horth Caro- 
lina, 1840, p. 54.  In lorth Carolina 39.3 < of white boys and 28?C white 
girls leave beoause they are tired of schools. While 40JC white boys 
and 48j4 white girls left beoause "school did not teaoh desired subjects." 
Ninety-seven per cent of these who failed one grade; 3%  of those who 
failed 2 grades and 4.8 % of those who failed 3 grades were estimated 
by the teachers as superior students* 
5 
that the sohools hare failed to meet their needs and interest..9 
Dewey10 says that our sohools hare failed to provide the pupils 
with interesting and absorbing experlenoes. Activities have not been 
seleeted with reference to the ohild's interests, powers and oapaoitiesj 
and although he has stayed in aohool physioally, his mind has wandered 
to more pleasant things. Many, considered baokward or perrerse, were 
merely bored by the unappealing tasks of sohool life. Because of this 
fact, too many hare dropped out as soon as the law allowed. Kany others 
within the compulsory attendance age are also retarded one, two or aore 
grades.  Too many of those who are able and willing of mind are only half 
absorbed with their sohool tasksj11 and of those who graduate "too many 
are skillful merely In an outer show of information and manner which give 
no surety that the major part of their inner impulses are capable of 
rational and easy direction."12 But if a sound appeal had been made to 
their active Interests, these children would hare been absorbed in the 
9 Bell, Howard a.. Youth Tell their Story, Amerioan Counoil on 
Kduoation, Washington, D. C, 19&S7"p. 67. the relatiTely high per 
oentages of youth giring lack of Interest as their cause for dropping 
out among both high sohool and elementary pupils iadioates that all 
along the line the sohools, as they are now set up, are adapted to 
neither the needs nor interests of large numbers of our young people. 
10 Dewey, 0£. oit., p. vi-x. 
11 Gordon «. LoTeJoy, Paths to Maturity, University of North 
Carolina, 1940, p. 54. Dewey's statement is shown to be true in 
North Carolina where the mean number of hours of home study eaoh 
week for youths In high school is 5.2 for white boys and 7.4 for white 
girls. 
IB Dewey, loo, olt. 
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thing* to be learned end changes would have taken plaoe in their 
character, knowledge, and akill.  The problem, then, "is clearly one of 
adapting sohool rograma to their intereata and needa. Toungatera, 
like horaea, oen be led to water but only thirat will make them drink." 
The importance of employing atudent intereata in learning 
aituationa ia widely recognised and ia expressed in various waya.  The 
principle of self-activity, used by the progreaaivea, holda that the 
ohild ia dynamic and motile and learna through hia own reaponaea, in* 
tereota, or feelings of auoh personal concern as to turn hia whole atten- 
tion upon an object* According to Aubrey Douglas, "the adjective 
• dynamic' when applied to the human being, meana that within the organiam 
there exiats a force whioh produoea change and motion."   This foroe 
brings one in content with hia environment and thoae environmental 
foroea whioh "seem moat likely to obtain for him hia deeire, attract, and 
engage the greatest energy and attention."16 They give him feelinga of 
satisfaction and concern.  "Learning and inatruotion find their origin 
in an individual's intereata or purposes, and in the self•initiated 
driving foroe whioh resulta in them."16 Froebel had this in mind when 
he said that all education "oommenoes with the inatinotiva, impulsive. 
18 Bell, op_. oit., p. 68. 
14 Aubrey A. Douglas, The American School Syatem, Farral and 
Rinehart, Mew Tork, 1934, p. TS6". 
15 Loo, clt. 
18 Loo. oit. 
nature of the ohild. 
Interest exerts a larpe influence in determining how offeo- 
tlrely pupil* learn.  Parker oalls it the "basis of economy in 
learning!"18 and, according to Uursel, "There can bo no good and effeo- 
tire learning without interest—a pupil who is not interested is not being 
educated.   Spafford*0 states that interest is not only fundamental 
or essential to learning but also makes learning easier and results in 
a unified actlTity. 
But one does not pet interest by thinking about it and conscious- 
ly aiming at it as an end or method in itself. One gets interest by 
takingilnto account and pro-riding suoh conditions as will compel it. 
this conception of interest as an aotirity whioh meres towird an end 
"dereloping as it prooeede thought of this end and search for means," 
identifies the mind with an aotirity that "means something and in whioh 
the meaning oounts as a factor in the derelopment of the aotirity."" 
If one oan find a pupil** urgent needs and powers, and if one "oan supply 
an enrironment of materials, a; plianoes and resources—physical, social, 
1T Douglas, loo, olt. 
*8 Samuel C. Parker, General Methods in Elomontary Sohool, 
Ginn and Company, Hew York, 1814, 1922, : . 139. 
*•• James L. Mursell, Principles of Eduoation, First Edition, 
W. W. Horton & Company, Inc., 1954, p. "2750. 
,0 8pafford, ££. oit., p. 50; 99) 107| 114» 124. 
** Dewey, 0£. olt., p. 92. 
22 Loo. oit. 
and intellectual"**—to whioh theeo necda reapond,  there will bo no 
noad to think about intaraat.    "It will taka oara of itaelf.    For mind 
will have mat with what It noad* In ordar to be mind."24 When educators, 
toaohera, parents, the state provide an environment that induoee 
developing activities, the one thing needful In eduoatlon will be 
secured.25 
Parker28 aaya that intereat la aaeured by an appeal to auoh 
natural inatlnota as daaire for aooial approval^  rhythm, rhyme,  jingle 
and aongj wonderi  puaale     intereat and mental activity*   in expreaaion 
and ooamunloation, manipulation and general phyaioal aotlvityj  collecting* 
Imitation)  and intereat in gameat   lore of adventure}  and ourioaity about 
people and animala.    Dewey*T aaya that the teaohar muet aee the relation 
of the fact to be taught or the akill to be developed to one of these 
natural inatlnota and ao preaent the activity that the pupil faela it 
vitally affaota him and oan be used outside the aohool room.    Then all 
hia energiee will be employed In ita aooompliahment.    And beoauae ha 
faela the need for engaging in the particular aotivlty, he aoquirea the 
deaired ability to deal with problems aa they arise.    On the other hand 
if the thing to be taught doea not appeal to  the pupil'• natural intereata. 
23Ibid., p. 8S. 
2*Loo. olt. 
2sLoo.  olt. 
26Parker, op. olt. 
*TDewey, on. olt.,  p. vi-vii, 
he may externally be oooupied by performing a certain act and be able 
to produce the right answer when oalled upon by the teacher, but he i« 
really engaged In aoquirlng the habit of dirided attention and of mind 
wandering. 
At the same time he may be getting an aversion for the task 
required.    For whether a teacher recognises it or not, every olaae period 
helps to develop pupil attitudes whioh are apt to be more powerful in 
determining future learnings, attitudes, and ideals than the subjeot 
matter taught.    For this reason modern eduoators are more concerned with 
the emotional attitudes aroused than with the knowledge acquired. 
Margaret and John Norton hare spoken thus of the matter: 
One cannot avoid developing attitudes, however,  by ignoring 
them.    They intrude  themselves in education regardless and are 
often made dynamic by emotion.    Sinoe this ia true,  it seems 
to be the better part of wisdom to strive oonsoiously to oreate 
attitudes whioh are individually and socially desirable.29 
Sinoe these emotionalised attitudes become an integrated part 
of a pupil's habits and knowledge the teaoher should guide the pupil 
in a wide variety of situations that provide successful achievement, 
mastery and feelings of accomplishment whioh give pleasure from out- 
going energy. John Dewey30 says this type of pleasure has no separate 
existence from the activity in whioh it is absorbed.    It is the type 
28 Clara M.  Brown and Alioe H. Haley,  The Teaching of Home 
Ljon.aai.og, Houghton Mifflln Company, Boston,  1928, p.   16. " 
29 John K. Horton and Margaret A. Horton,   Foundations of Currl- 
oulum Building, Oln and Company, Hew York,   1836,   p. 4S. 
30 Dewey, op. oit., p. 12. 
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of pleasure found in legitimate interest, and its souroe lies in meeting 
the needs of the organism. 
A seoond type of pleasure, he says, arises from external stimu- 
lation. "It marks receptivity.  It exists by itself as a pleasure, not 
as the pleasure of activity. Being merely exoited by some external 
stimulus, it is not a quality of an aot in which an external objeot ia 
constructively dealt with."31 This is the type of pleasure aohieved 
when "objects are made interesting" and is used to cover the gap be- 
tween self and something not in itself having interest.5 A habitual 
division of activities reaulta.  "Externally we have meohanioal habita 
with no mental end or value. Internally we have—a aequenoe of ideaa 
with no end at all, beoauae they are not brought to a focus in action."55 
This exoitement of sense organs to give pleasure, reaulta in strain on 
one aide and listlessness on the other. Such ohildren depend upon 
external suggestion and lack resources when left to themselves. 
Many methoda have been uaed for obtaining the extrinsic interest 
of pupils in learning. Among them are the promises of punishment, bribes, 
affection, promotion, ability to make money, or to take positions in 
society, of the diaapproval of someone held high in esteem. Other 
notable stimuli are saroasm from the teacher, and pupil competition. 
But, at present, about the most powerful stimulua ia our grading system, 
Dewey, loo, oit. 
52 Ibid., p. IS. 
55 Ibid., p. 14. 
54 Ibid., p. IS. 
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which Ifureell blame a for being one of our greatest dmwbaoks to real 
interest in learning.     It began aa an administrative and bookkeeping 
device,  but 
from this small seed it has grown into a large and healthy 
Upas tree. And it is now by far the most important single 
derioe in our Amerioan sohool for putting a drire behind study. 
But it organises the dynamic of learning in the wrong way. 
A potent drire is indeed developed. But it is not in the will 
to learn. And henoe it is not truly eduoative. It offers a 
standing temptation for students to think far more of the 
credit reoord they will obtain than of anything else in a oourse 
of study-35 
Sinoe the impulse to work is determined by something outside 
itself, the tendency is to work for the external reward rather than for 
the growth in skill, knowledge or insight. The evils resulting from 
working for grades make aorae of the worst problems we hare to deal with 
In the first plaoe, suoh work does not tend to produce effeotive 
learning.  "There is in all schools, a taoit but ironolad agreement 
that the majority of students must reoeive passing marks. Any aohool 
which operated on a oontrary polioy would simply go out of buaineaa. 
So even where the general (standards are high, this makes it possible 
for pupils to meet requirement without very thorough learning, or the 
definite establishment of oompetent masteries. For do they find any- 
thing in our oredit system, to make them diaaatiafied with this atate 




"."ureell, op. olt., p. 282. 
Ibid., p. 283. 
IX 
doesn't do too badly, ho will obtain his Toward."87    And tho taaohor 
knowing that hor Job doponda upon giving passing marks to tha majority 
of hor students part of whom aro rotardad,   part aoooleratad,  and part 
of whoa aro an age oxpootod to bo in that partioular grade,   aata a stan- 
dard in kooping with  tha work done by tha poorest pupila in the class. 
And a pupil in a class with othora who do ao little, and who oonatantly 
ooaes in oontaot with the idea of aeeing how much oan be gotten for 
nothing,   ao long aa he ia working for grades,  does  Just enough to get 
by. 
For firat rate, ambitious pupils, the effeot is equally bad. 
For,  ao long as he works for grades, he ia sure to use much of his 
ingenuity in trying to please the teaoher.    And since a competitive 
standard of exoollenoe is set before him, he is encouraged to do,  "not 
as well as he oan, but well enough to get an "A? which merely means 
better than moat.*8 
May thia not explain the comment of the seventeen year old boy 
who said,   "Modern high aohool is too easy.    A person may pass with 
little effort—if any.    Thia has tended to make me slightly lasy."89 
But if tha pupil had a direct interest in learning in a situation 
in which there is no question of passing or otherwise,  tho effeot would 
57 liursell,  loo. olt. 
88 Loo,  oit. 
" Lovejoy, op. oit., p. 56. 
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be different.    "We have this,  for instance, on a golf oourse.    There 
the question is not,   'oan I manage to make a Ct« but,   'Can I go 
round In bogey or better?'    Wo may remain satisfied eith medioority 
•till.    But we do not mistake it for excellence."40 
The personal attitudes whioh extrinsio motiTation tend* to pro- 
duce in pupils should also be oonsidered.    Uursell asksi 
lihen a student oheats on examination, or copies somebody 
else's collateral notes, can we absolve the system of all 
blameT    Why was the examination,  or this notebook so impor- 
tant?    Certainly not for its own sake, or because the pupil 
recognised a personal benefit in doing well.    If the learning 
itself had been the ohief thing,  oheating would hare been 
utterly out of the picture.     Try to drive a golf ball two 
hundred and fifty yards by oheating."41 
If "learning itself is at the center of things, oheating loses its wholi 
point."42 
Then there is the pupil who tries to ooax a teacher into giving 
him a better grade.    "If you are being ooaohed by a golf professional, 
it does not," says Uursell,  "enter your head to try to conciliate the 
man in the hope that he will giwe you a B instead of a C—beoause no 
extrinsio motivation is involved.    Better golf, not a record on a 
registrar's books, is your reward."*3    Your attitude is quite different 
from that of a pupil in school who treats his teacher as a "fountain 
40 Jfursell, loo, oit. 
41 Ibid., p. 284. 
4* Loc. oit. 
** Loo. oit. 
14 
of oredits."** 
Sinoe.  in home eoonomios as In other fields, a m*Jor problem met 
by the taaohar beoomea that of finding means of seeuring and holding 
interest of pupils in learning, ay problem haa been to attempt to find 
and use methoda designed to maintain intereet of students in learning 
in the area of olothing. 
44 llursell. Loo.  oit. 
CHATTER  III 
THE PROBLEM STUDIED 
In this study, the purpose of whioh was to find more effeotive 
means than had been previously u»od by the writer of developing 
the interest of a group of high aohool girls in learning how to eeleot, 
construot, and oare for clothing, analysis was made of the behavior of 
pupils in order to discover the oauses of lack of interest in learning! 
literature in the field of general and home eoonomios eduoation was 
examined in an effort to find suggestions as to means of stimulating 
interest in learning!  and a teaching program designed to stimulate in- 
creased interest in learning was planned, carried out, and evaluated. 
Analysis of pupil behavior.    On the basis of the writer's 
experience,   the experience of a group of teachers,1 and a review of 
literature, the writer compiled the evidences frequently reported whioh 
indicate a lack of interest in learning, as revealed in home eoonomios 
classes.     The analysis of these experiences  suggests that pupils may 
1. be more interested in getting a product than in learning* 
2. be satisfied with present standards! 
3. prefer to depend on others rather than selfj may resist self- 
eduoationi 
4. be too well satisfied with doing mere manipulative processesj 
* Teaehers enrolled in a olass in Problems in Home Eoonomios 
Eduoation,  Summer School,  1939, Woman's College of the University 
of lorth Carolina,  Greensboro, N. C. 
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6. not really consider It Important that aha oooporata In the 
achievement of tha objectiveej 
6. bo oontant to waste time and to Interfere with use of tlave 
by others| 
7. feel little responsibility for carrying; instruotion over Into 
ereryday life. 
In the following outline these eridenoes of pupil beharlor whioh 
indioate lack of Interest in learning in clothing unite hare been olassi- 
fiedt 
I. Pupil is more interested in the product than in learning. 
A. The urge to complete the garment for a particular oooasion 
results in poor workmanship, dependence on teacher, having 
others do the work for her. 
B. The desire for a particular product results in selection of 
a problem for sohool or home project that is either too simple 
or too difficult for the learner. 
C. Collection of quantities of lllustratiTe materials—pictures, 
dippings, fabrics, is substituted for a oritioal analysis of 
carefully selected materials. 
II. Pupil is satisfied with present standard. 
A. She resists changing standards. 
1. She makes little effort to note differences in standards. 
2. She ia unable or unwilling to see that a different standard 
might be better in a given oase. 
B. She oaanot be bothered to try to aohieve a better standard if 
the doing of it requires time or effort iai 
IT 
la Hunting up information as to standards, techniques, or 
any type of aubjeot matter.     Sha is oontant to go to 
inferior eouroes or material. 
*. Careful planning,   In uaa of aatarial  (grain, design, 
waste}  or sequenoe of work. 
3.  Tha development of taohniquaa in selection, analysis of 
ataps, or praotioa to darelop skill. 
C. Har daaira for achievement seems to b« merely to do anough to 
pass tha ooureej well anough that aha doas not have to do task 
over. 
D. Sha cannot be botherod  to maintain high standards of oleenli- 
nsss and order in har work spaoa. 
III. Pupil prefers to depend on othara rathar than haraalf.    Sha ragists 
eelf-eduoation. 
A. Depends upon the teacher for an exoasslre amount of guidanoe in 
waking decisions as to what to do and how to do every task. 
B. Refuses to go to source material  .-wants not only to be told, 
but to be shown how to proceed, and wants such olose supervision 
that she eannot make a mistake. 
C. Prefers that all teaching be of the luoture type rathor then 
through problems. 
D. lay cheat. 
XT.  Pupil too well aatisfied with doing mere manipulative processes. 
A. When there is an opportunity for choice always seleots routine 
Joba and errands. 
B. Puts aside regular duties to do routine. 
0. Seek* assignment to routine tasks  in order to be exoused from 
18 
assignments made by teachers. 
V, She does not really consider it important that the oooperate in 
the achievement of the objectives. 
A. Fails to carry responsibility for provision, care, and use of 
naterials—-she is inclined to put blame for failure to proTide 
materials promptly upon the home situation* 
B. Does not carry her share of responsibility in group planning* 
71. Pupil wastes time. 
A*  Doesn't want to take time to make plans that will lead to more 
effective use of time* 
B* Always finding excuses for leaving olass and study hall. 
VII. Pupil feels little responsibility for carrying instruction over 
into every day living. 
A* Always finds reason why teaeher should not visit home* 
B. Always finds reasons why she oannot do oertain project. 
C. Doesn't bring problems from home for solution. 
D. Is unwilling to plan projeot so that it will be really worthwhile. 
Further analysis of the experiences of the writer and other teachers 
was made in an effort to discover  the possible oauses of student behavior 
which indicates lack of interest*    These were classified as followsi 
I. Pupil is more interested in the produot than in learning. 
A. She does not know what learnings she night aohieve through 
specific activities, beoause 
1. The objeotives have not been set up. 
2* The objectives as set up may not include growth in ability 
or dotire to learn. 
3. She did not participate in setting  them up. 
4. She has more important objectivesj   hence,  does net accept 
those set up by the olass. 
5. She does not know where she stands|   or 
6* She has not set up for herself standards of workmanship 
which she hopes to aohiere. 
B. She has little interest in the activities, beoeuse 
1. She is doing it only beoause she needs the product* 
2. She nee is a grade which she may earn only through making 
the product. 
C. The aotiTity is not suited to her beoause 
1.   It is too difficult. 
I. The time required is longer than her span of interest. 
3. She laoks confidence in her ability to do it. 
4. It is not built on her past experience, and she has not 
been led to see its connection with her immediate interest. 
II. Pupil is satisfied with present standards. 
A* the does not really know what standard she should attempt to 
aohiere, beoause 
1. She was permitted to begin a productive job before she 
reoognised difference in standards. 
2. She has not had an opportunity to or has not formed the 
habit of noting differences in teohniquee, quality, oolor 
and design of fabricsj  clothing suited to the individual 
or the oooasionj nethods of study}  order and cleanliness 
of surroundings. 
3. The school situation does not provide suffioient materials or 
sufficient opportunity to use them to help her learn to 
see the difference in standards,  or to feel that she oan 
achieve them. 
4. Suffioient effort has not been made to stimulate her ourio- 
sity. 
B.  Past experience haa shown her that she does    not have to do 
much reading, or make much ohange In hor atandarda of workman* 
ahip in ordar to achieve a grade. 
III. Pupil prafara to dapond on othere rather than herselfj  aha raaiata 
aalf-oduoation. 
A. She haa not been taught to think for haraalf beoause 
1. The teaoher may hare encouraged dependence upon haraalf 
or taaohar may hare aat haraalf up aa an authority. 
2. The teaoher ia more skillful in ahowing har how to do a 
job than aha ia in developing har ability to teach her- 
aelf. 
B. She haa not had euffioient aatiafaotion from har ei"orta at 
self-education,  because 
1. Too much time waa waated.    The aaaignuenta were either too 
definite or too indefinite;  adequate sources of information 
ware not aaaily available/ or aha know she Just oould not 
be intereated long enough to complete itj  ao why tryt 
2. Kxparienoe haa taught her that aho oannot do what taaohar 
axpaota of har. 
C. Mare learning what taaohar eaya in leeture requires ao muoh leas 
effort than really solving problems. 
IT. Pupil too well oontant with more manipulative activities, beoauee 
A. 8he ia not surrounded with raateriale,  equipment,  and reeouroia— 
physical,  sooial, and intellectual to which her inatinota reapond. 
B. Har ourioaity aa to what aha might learn through matariala pro- 
vided haa not bean aroueed. 
7. Pupil doaa not really oonaidar it important that aha oooparate in 
the achievement of the aeleoted objeotivea. 
A. She hats not had sufficient satisfaction from previous attempts 
to justify her effort at cooperation. She has been oonsolous of 
wasted effort. 
1* She oould go muoh faster alone than by waiting for other 
members of the olass to plan. 
2. She oould not get equipment when she wanted it if she did 
not take it in the beginning. 
8. The learnings required were not on a lerel with her ability— 
either too easy or too hard. 
4. She did not recognise the causes for differences in stan- 
dards) therefore, folding patterns or materials and storing 
supplies seemed to take too muoh time. 
B. The encouragement reoeired from home often does not stimulate 
effort to aohiere selected objeetires. 
1. They want "a dress and want it now." 
2. They lack oonfidenoe in the pupil's ability} hence do not 
permit her to hare needed experience in planning, in 
selecting materials, in buying, in cutting, or in construc- 
ting garments. 
C. 8he has not had sufficient experience to help her understand 
that her own progress will be greater when she oooperates with 
the group in aooepting group Tarsus lndiridual teaching, in un- 
selfish use of supplies and equipment, in doing her share of 
group acti-rities promptly. 
VI. Pupil may be well content to waste time and to interfere with use of 
time of others, beoause 
A. She feels the need of being the oenter of interest—and she oan 
in this way, at least, get teacher's and sometimes pupils* 
attention. 
B. School activities do not oover a range wide enough to include 
her Interest at home, on the street, or in school subjects in 
which she is already interested suoh as mathematios, history, 
oirios, art (drawing), science, music. 
C. The activities hare not appealed to her as special privileges. 
Til. Pnpil feels little responsibility for carrying instructions orer 
into everyday life. 
A. She cannot use it because 
1. The standards set up are impossible in her home because of 
laok of money, time, and energy. 
2. The learnings that have been attempted do not touoh the 
personal or family needs as the family see them. 
B. Home practioe and home projeots become insurmountable tasks 
because 
1. Of the effort required in making plans and reports. 
2. Of the disapproval of the family for the teacher's visiting 
in the home. 
Suggestions for stimulating interest in learning. The suggestions 
made by many authorities in the home economics field, as to possibls 
methods of stimulating the interest of pupils in learning, are summarised 
as followst 
Sinoe man is dynamic and is seeking outlet for his energy as well 
as responding to the stimuli of his environment and sinoe he thinks, aets, 
and feels as a total being, needed learnings are not acquired separately. 
They come as a result of understood relationships.' One feels with 
2 Spafford, op_. oit., p. 21, 22, 98. 
the sense of touch, and at the same time on* feels emotionally, 
recognises relatlonahip and similarities to other experience.8    Henoe, 
it is neoessary that the pupil see the problem aa a whole so that she 
may understand the aotiritiea inrolred in ita solution and want to 
perform them.    Small problems,  indifferent or repulsire in themselres, 
become interesting beoause of their relationship to the desired accom- 
plishment.     It follows that a pupil with a garment to make will be nuoh 
more interested in learning the oonstruotion of seams and stitohes to 
be used in the garment than if she is practicing seams and stitohes as 
an end in    themselres•* 
Interest is obtained by allowing the pupil to participate in 
setting up the objeotires and aotirities of the group.    The teaoher should 
deoide upon tentatire objeotires she thinks are suitable for the pupils 
she is to teach.    They should serre as a background for guiding the 
pupils themeelTes in setting up objeotires for the year.    The objeotires 
must be dear and definite but not so limited in scops that they en- 
courage pleoeneal learning.5    They should be stated in terms of aotirities 
and pupil growth.    The pupil should see the relation of the aotirities 
5 Maude Williamson and Mary Steward Lyle, Homwmalrlng Eduoatlon in 
the High School, Rerised Edition, D. Appleton-Century Company, Hew York"7 
IBWTlwwl.  p.  138. 
Clara M. Brown and Alice H. Haley, tie Teaching of Home Eoonomios, 
Houghton Mifflin Company,  Boston, 1928,  p. 40. 
8 Tfilliamaon-Lylo,  Homoaaking Eduoation, pp.  80-86. 
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to the whole problem whioh is definitely related to her natural interest. 
If such a li.t is presented to her so that she oan oheok the activities 
she has already aooomplished and seleot the ones that she feels will 
develop her own abilities,  attitudes, and eapaoities,  she will feel that 
she has had a part in setting up the objectives of the unit and will 
hare a personal interest in attaining them. 
The pupil who has actively helped plan her goal sees the importance 
of what she is doing.    She is oonoerned with her progress in a worthwhile 
direction.6    The list of aotirities and objectives used as a progress 
ohart against whioh she may oheok her aohierements may be rery stimula- 
ting.    Learning will  take place more rapidly because the pupil sees 
where she is going in relation to where she wants to go.    The list should 
also be used as a means of pupil evaluation.    Results should be analysed 
thoughtfully because the pupil oan know how to improve only when she 
sees wherein she has failed. 
The teacher should encourage personal pride in the pupil's ability 
to  teaoh herself i  in the acceptance and accomplishment of high standards 
of techniques!   in the pupil's ability to do things} and in the order and 
oleanliness of working space so tiiat the pupil will aooept these objec- 
tives as a part of her development. 
In order to enlist the interest of the pupil in the activities 
through whioh the desired objectives are aohieved,  allow her to seleot 
Hester Chadderdon,  licasureiaent in Home Doonomlos Education, 
Practical Home Economics, Vol. XIII  (OotoFer,  1935;,  p.  M« 
thoss related to her past experience.    She should attempt only what aha 
fsels sh« oaa aoeompliah.    Shs should fesl thst what sho doea la worth- 
while in devsloping her akills an • abilltiea and in aatief./lnr, har 
1—adlats needa and will half har In tha aohiaranont of a larr,er purpoae. 
Sha sraat slao fool that tha product of tha aotivity ltaalf la of immedi- 
ate interaat to har." 
If tha pupil ia to davolop into a ; eraon oompetent of planning 
aotirltiaa and oarrying them out* aha must hare :raotioe at aohool. 
Class planning of problems should load to pupil planning of har own pro- 
blast.    Sha should be guided to think through a problem that is email 
enough that aha la aware of tha etspa in ita development and een deter- 
mine what ahould influenoe her dsoisions.    If tha pupil aeea tha problem 
aa a whole in relation to the objeotiYee, aha should be able to make a 
plan of work.    Sha muat know what hslp ahe needa, where to r«t it, and 
how to judge ita reliability.    Shs must be provided with enough informa- 
tion to suable her to plan the stepe in the aolution and asks tha bsat 
judgments aa to  their asquenoe.    Ths plan should inoluds the standards 
of workmanship to b<  achieved, the asquonos of atspa, and tha lsngth of 
tims shs will spend on it.    Suoh plsaaing plaoss the responsibility on 
ths pupil.    It helps ths pupil know whst shs is going to do and how shs 
is going to do it.    Consequently shs will bs lsss likely to work blindly 
and Ineffectively or to waste tins purpossly.    In addition shs will bars 
a shanos to use hsr initistlTS snd to uss ths tsaoher only as    a 
Williamson-Lyls, oj». oit., and Spafford, 0£. fit., p.  ]47j  162j 
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guide.8 
A visit to the home help, the teaoher to understand the baok- 
ground of the pupil and to interpret her interest and behavior.    The 
teaoher has a ohanoe to learn the needs of the girl, the things she is 
interested in at home,  and how much responsibility she assumes there. 
A talk with her parents may disclose real interests and desires of the 
pupil whioh the teaoher never suspected.    The interests thus found may 
be developed and enriched. 
During the visit the teaoher has an opportunity to talk over her 
plans with the pupil's mother and to get suggestions for making the 
subjeot matter worthwhile.     If the mother agrees with the objectives and 
thinks the activities meet real needs,   she will want to provide the 
neoessary materials.    She will, also, encourage the pupil in home 
aotivities and will help the pupil to plan for activities whioh she oan 
carry out.    If the family feels that the teaoher is a oo-worker,  she 
will be welcomed in the home. 
If the teaoher oannot visit the homes of the pupils, she should 
beooae acquainted with the parents in other ways and plan wl th them so 
that cooperation between sohool and home is promoted.' 
Worthwhile souroe materials,  easily available and thoroughly 
explained, are invaluable helps to the pupil who learns by seeing and 
holding things in her hands.    Souroe materials should include different 
qualities of textile fabrios and different standards of workmanship in 
8 Williamson-Lyle, op_.  olt.,  pp. 160-162j  Spafford, 0£.  olt.,  p.147, 
9 Williamson-Lyle,  op_.  oit., pp.  121-130. 
both old and new garment*j  and step by step oonatruotlon processes. 
Suoh aouroe materials tend to stimulate the interest of all pupils to 
find and understand the oauae and effects of these differences in stan- 
dards of quality and techniques.    The pupil should be encouraged to 
question why oertaln methods are better than others.    She should under- 
stand the answers so that she can learn to think for herself and uae the 
information gained in other similar situations.    The source materials 
should be on a lerel with the pupil*s understanding and should be pre- 
sented to her in suoh a way that her curiosity is arouaed to see how she 
may use them to benefit herself.    They should be planned for and made 
arallable in advance and should include helps related to eaoh course 
objective.10 
If a pupil develops the habit of teaching herself, she must know 
where to find source materials and how to use them.    She should be 
taught to reoognise basio principles,  rather than to follow directions 
exactly, so she will be able to determine when to uae one prooeas rather 
than another.    Learning to analyse will also help her to determine what 
she should avoid aa well as the sequenoe of steps on any prooeas.    Styles 
and textile fabrios may change, but the requirement of the basio con- 
struction processes will remain the samej for example,   Beams will be 
•xpeoted to hold oloth together, to be inoonapiououa,   to be oonfortable, 
and to contribute to styling.11 
256-170. 
1° Brown-Haley, 0£. oit., p. 3«8j Spafford, o£. oit., pp. 5Ij 223j 
1 Spafford, op_. oit., p. 98. 
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Confidence in one's ability to make progress ie essential to 
the growth of the indlTidual.    Each ohild should, therefore,  i«l«ot a 
problem on a level with her natiTs ability, acquired skills, and 
knowledge.    Ho problam should bo so hard that a pupil is defeated before 
she begins it, nor so easy that it does not stimulate her to a worthwhile 
use of her energy and powers.    Girls having similar abilities should 
work together so that the opportunity to loarn will be more nearly equal. 
Then no girl who already knows how oan dominate the group.    Suoh an 
arrangement helps establish the importanoe of learning as a means to a 
desired goal and keeps the pupils happy «*en though their present pro- 
duot is not as good as that of another group. 
In order to bring out a pupil's best efforts,  the teaohere should 
show interest in her achievements by mentioning the things the pupil 
has done well, and giving suggestions for Improvement.    She should fore- 
see danger and give prompt guidance in antioipated diffioulties by di- 
recting the pupil to help herself through the use of souroe materials. 
But actual help should be given when it is really needed. 
The pupil should also be guided to use charts,  semplss, or garments, 
to eraluate her own product in order to disoover the weak points whioh 
should be improved.19 
The teacher should tie work in with problems in other fields in 
whioh the pupil is already interested.    The broader the scope of these 
ia Ibid.,  p. 180. 
op.  oit 
1* Spafford, o£. cit.i Killiamson-Lyle,  C£.   oit.i  Brown Haley, 
attempts, the greater the ohanee that the pupil will develop a real 
interact that will lead on to furthar independent learnings. 
The oontaote of high eohool girls haTe broadened their intereata. 
Ho other subject in eohool draws its material from as many fields as 
does home eoonomios. One may draw on a girl's interest in art, mathe- 
matics, history, sociology, dries, psychology, natural soienoe, or 
geography to motivate her interest in a study of textiles or clothing 
as it relates to any one of these Tarious fields. The study of clothing 
oan make use of the adolescent1 s interest in society and her desire for 
service (through helping with the construction of garment for relief 
in community or in war-torn countries) and direct her interest and ener- 
gies toward attainable goals instead of wasting them in futile effort 
and day dreaming. The pupil who desires to be grown up may be guided to 
aooept really grown-up standards of behavior in lieu of showing off. 
The clothing study offers an appeal to a wide range of individual in- 
terests and adds many new ones, whose development will be life-savers 
to the girl who will stay at home. 
The girl who is interested in getting a job may be especially con- 
cerned about how to be appropriately and attractively dressed and how to 
make a good personal appearance on the income she expeote to make. This 
study may lead to a more direct interest in the family income to see if 
it oould be spent more wisely to raise the general level of family living. 15 
14 Ibid.,   p.  42;   pF.   94-98. 
IS Kaxy Ines Mann,  Textile and Clothing Program and Fresent Day 
Problems at High Sohool Level i  Journal of Home"*5o"onomios7 " Clothing 
Vol. AH  (6otober,T93S77 p. Ml." 
By aaaooiating the clothing work In BOO* way with whatever lntereat 
tha pupil may already hare,  tha pupil may ba guided to feel "that the mere 
poaaeaeion of thinga doea not bring the Joy of oomplete living, but that 
only aa everyday experiences beooma rioh In meaning and in aaaooiation 
oan one know the Joy of abundant living."16 
The pupil intenaely Intereated in any problem will be motivated 
to go to aouroe materiala for information.    There will be no time for 
routine aotivitiea,  for uaeleaa errande or dawdling. 
In order to prevent the atudy from booomlng ao broad that it haa 
no depth, occasionally diaoard irrelevant materiala and aummariae all 
matter dlreotly related to the atudy of olothlng.    Call attention alao 
to what haa been aooom; lished,  to what queationa were anawered and to 
what gapa in learning ahould be oovered in further atudy.1' 
The teaching program. The teaching program deaigned to inoreaae 
interest in learning waa planned and carried out with two proupe of girla 
who were studying the selection,   cost,   oonatruotion,   and oare of olothlng. 
One group included twenty-eix ninth grade girla taking Second- 
Year Home Eoonomioa.    The atudy oovered a period of aixteen weeka divided 
between fall and aprlng. 
The aeoond group contributed to the  atudy while they were in the 
eighth and ninth gradea.    The olass waa oompoaed of twenty-two girla In 
16 Elisabeth Dyer, Home Eoonomioa aa an Integrating Force In 
Education)  Journal of Home Eoonomioa,  Vol.  3ffT (July*   BwJs  p. 48?. 
■     Spafford,   op.   clt.,  p.   147. 
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the eighth grade. Their beharior in regard to aotirities in the study 
of olothing was obserred over a poriod of eight weeks. Hineteen of tho 
same girls, while in tho ninth grade, wars obserred during twenty weeks 
dirided between fall and spring aotirities in olothing. This program 
included« 
1. A program of work based on past experience with high sohool girls, 
whioh was used as a background for pupil participation in setting up 
objeotires and aotlTitles for the study of the selection, oost, care, 
and construction of clothing* This was accomplished in two waysi 
a. Objeotires were stated in terms of aotirities relating di- 
rectly to the selection, oost, cere, and construction of 
olothing, classified under the following headingsi operation 
and use of the sewing machine, fabrlos, pattern selection, 
and use, construction processes, planning olothing needs, 
marketing needs, and care of olothing.  (This was also used 
as a progress chart) 
b. Objeotires related primarily to tho pupils* derelopment as 
persons.  These were worked out on the basis of good oitisen- 
ship and included beharior designed to bring about better 
laboratory practices and a more mature way of thinking and 
noting, consideration of others, responsibility, oponainded- 
ness, initiative, self-control, cooperation or sharing 
responsibility of group. 
2. A progress chart* against whioh the pupil oheoked the things she 
18 A oopy of the progress ohart is found in Appendix A. 
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■ha Withal to learn, evaluated and rated her otivitiea, and kept in- 
formed aa to where she waa In relation to the goal she set up. 
5. Source material pertinent to the eubjeot matter atudied. 
4. A dieouaaion with the pupila of what they were to be graded on ao 
that they would know that it waa progreaa in developing akilla and 
abilitiea rather than the product. 
5. Contaoting the parenta of aa many pupila aa poaaible ao that they 
would underatand what waa being done and feel an intereat in cooperating 
with the program. 
Only two typea of pupil behavior liated on page 21 which aeem 
to indioate lack of intereat in learning were uaed aa a baaia for thie 
atudy. Theae arei 
1. The pupil ia more intereated in getting a produot than in learning* 
2. The pupil ia aatiafied with present atandarda. 
Findinga. Evidenoea of growth in Intereat were recorded in terma 
of pupil behavior. The following were the typea of behavior watohed fori 
inquiry, responsibility, openmindedneaa, work habita, initiative, aelf- 
appraiaal, reaouroefulneaa, contribution to olaaa work aa a result of 
teacher1a auggeetion, voluntary oontributione, effort in developing 
IS 
akill, and aelf-oontrol. 
An analyaia of the progress charts and anecdotal records ahowa 
the aotivitiea and behavior of the pupila in the two groupa. 
The progreaa chart waa given to the firat group of girls at the 
■■ The devloe uaed for taking anecdotal reoorda ia found in 
Appendix B. 
b.ginnlng of th. clothing unit,  ud other aotiritie. nn add.d by th. 
pupil..    Th... aotiriti.s inolud.d making a book of conduction 
stitoh.. and process..,  studying how to buy r.ady-mad. clothing and 
hou..hold linm.,  learning to pink ..am., and making, for on. pupil, a 
plalt.d .klrt with an inrisibl. plaoket. 
Th. ..oond group ob.erred garment, and .ample, of construction 
proo..... to di.oor.r th. diff.r.no.. in style, construction, quality 
of fabrio. used, workmanship, and general appearance a. w.11 a. th. 
possibl. oau... of th... diff.r.no...    Prom th.se observation.,  a 
li.t of the thing, th. pupil, wiah.d to learn waa put on the blaok- 
board,  and th. pupil. h.lp.d to a.t up th. objeotirea of the etudy and 
made plan, for th.ir aotiritie.,    Th.ae aotlrlti.a were liated in th. 
t.aoh.r». r.oord book,    As a pupil eompl.t.d an aotirity,  ahe and the 
teaoher tog.th.r .elected the learning .xp.rienoe on whioh ahe need.d 
to concentrate. 
In th. beginning fire girl, in the fir.t group did not want to 
r.ad th. lit.ratur. suggested for analysing th. different typ.a of 
figuro. and th. way. of .mpha.is.ing on.'a good f.atur.e and minimizing 
l.aa d.airabl. on...    But the book, had auoh intereating pioturea and 
th. girl, who roportod on th.ir reading, aoundad ao oonrinoing about the 
ralue of the referonoe. that ereryone read them.    After etudying the 
literatur.,   erery girl analya.d her figur. and  .el.oted a pattern that 
mat h.r need*. 
Sereral plan, of work baaed on oonatruotion problem, th. ela.a 
had studied wore worked out on the board before anyone would att«spt 
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a plan of her am. On* girl finally triad working by her own plan. 
The class as a whole did not want to make a plan of work because they 
had never dona it. Two other girla made plane. The resulting remark— 
"It certainly pay* to know what you are going to do before you •tart"— 
caused several other girla to make etep by etep plane aa had been sug- 
gested. Because planning made the processes clear in their own minds* 
made it possible to go ahead without consulting anyone else, and eared 
time in accomplishing the simpler things, they decided that planning 
was batter than just following the pattern. 
Twenty-one of the twenty-six girls made the samples of construction 
stitohes and of construction processes which the olaas insisted that 
they wanted to make. But three of the girls who did most of the talking, 
one of whom initiated the idea, whan the problem was aooepted, were the 
ones to give up the task. They ware the only ones who did not make 
samples for a sorap book, as they had planned. 
Much interest was shown by the other girls, however, in making 
the aorap books until the time oame for adding the plaokets.  Sereral 
girla had devised means of eliminating the plaokets from their garments, 
but they aaid that they wanted to make them for the sorap book. One girl 
was not oonsoious of the differences in standards shown by the plaokets 
in the source materiala, and her work did not measure up to the require- 
ments. She deoided that different standards ahould not be inoluded in 
the eouroe materials. She advised the girls in the seoond group to be 
sure they wanted to do everything they checked on the progress ohart 
and not to inorease their work by adding other prooesses. 
•a 
Every girl who made a step by step plan of work for the plaokets, 
and understood exactly what she was going to do, found plaoketa muoh 
easier than she had antioipated. Two of then said they were sorry they 
had not made sample plackets before thoy made their dressea. They had 
been afraid to try them, believing that the construction was too diffi- 
cult, and required too muoh time. As soon as oonfidenoe in their 
ability to make plaokets was gained, the other girls tried them with 
fairly good results. 
The aeoond group of girls did not follow the tentative plan of 
activities the writer had made.  They asked to make doll dresses for 
Christmas presents and to make a scrap book of construction stitches and 
simple embroidery stitohes. Half of them began their problems with a 
plan of work. By the end of the second year only five girls were using 
the pattern guide without a plan of work. 
This class had a mind set against working buttonholes.  The 
writer worked buttonholes in a dress one day during activity period. 
The earnest was madei "I didn't know anybody worked buttonholes who . 
didn't hare to.  It doesn't seem to take ao long to make them." Some 
of the girls compared the time taken in sewing on snap fasteners with 
that taken in making buttonholes, and found that it was about the same. 
Only two girls sewed snap fasteners down the pinafores used for cooking- 
uniforms. They deoided that in certain oases buttons and buttonholes 
were more satisfactory than snap fasteners. 
The aouroe materials were invaluable as an aid in securing in- 
terest in learning.  The new books on olothing had such interesting 
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pictures that everyone wanted to look at them, then wanted to read thorn. 
Occasionally a pupil would oomplain that aha had not bean able to get a 
certain book.  Thay ware read by girls who definitely deolarad in the 
beginning that they did not want to read. 
Certain atep-by-atep prooasses were used by many of the girla to 
teaoh themselves.  Some of the pupils, however, needed more than the 
illustrations. Each time thay tried a process or used the step-by-step 
illustrative material, thay needed a discussion of what to avoid, what 
should be done flrat and how to go about eaoh etep in getting the pro- 
duct. A few of the pupila had to bo started off with the firat construc- 
tion problems, but they soon reaohod the stage where they oould use 
the illustrative materiala, and after diaouasing them, ware able to 
follow the prooeas without any more help. One girl, however, oould not 
put in a sippar until the teaohar stood by her and told her exactly 
what to doj how to do itj and when to atitoh. 
Oraat interest was shown in the use of pinking shears, the ham 
marker, the hinge preeser foot, and the sipper prasser foot.  There waa 
no diffioulty in developing an interest in the use of this equipment 
baoauae it was a new experience for moat of them and they realised the 
amount of time that waa saved. 
At the beginning of the study of clothing, a number of dresses 
ware borrowed from the atoraa. Thay were selected from groups of dresses 
at different levels of ooat, and showed differences in oonstruotion, 
workmanship, fabrios, and in styles suited to different types of indivi- 
duals.  In addition to the borrowed garments, the writer took to class 
dresses that she had worn for different perioda of time to ehow how 
different standards of construction endured.  She inoluded some that 
were ready-made, one made by a former pupil, and two made by dressmakers. 
There were also examples of plackets and worn places cut from discarded 
garments* 
When the girls saw the dresses In the room, their curiosity was 
thoroughly aroused. As soon as a list of things to look for was made, 
the girls were giT»n the pririlege of looking at the dresses. They 
looked for the oauses of the differences they observed. Each pupil kept 
her own problem in mind as she examined the dresses and wrote down 
suggestions for decorations, standards of workmanship, and different 
methods of finishing seams in various kinds of textile fabrios. 
Eaoh girl was advised to seleot a problem that would not be too 
diffioult but to seleot one which would Involve prooesses that were new 
for her. 
The obserration of different types of dresses for particular 
methods of construction helped the pupils set up good standards.    A few 
found it diffioult to lire up to  the  standards they had set up.    Three 
of them even regretted that they had set up a good standard beoause they 
failed to attain it through not having recognized the oauses of the 
differences in products.    The two groups,  as a whole, however, aooepted 
the higher standards of techniques and workmanship and tried to aohiere 
them. 
The pupils liked to know that their progress was recorded. One 
girl was overheard to say, "Oh. no, she hasn't forgotten what you did. 
she has it down."    It was not uncommon for a pupil to go to the teacher 
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to disouss her last problem and ask for suggestions as to how to improve 
her technique or to express her own ideas about improving her workman- 
ship by a wiser ohoioe of fabrio or patterns. 
The method of grading was discussed.    The olass agreed that sinoe 
there was suoh a great difference in the skills and experiences of the 
different members,   it would be fairer to grade on the progress shown 
rather than on the finished product Itself.    They were to work for    pro- 
gress in dereloping skill in handling and using sewing equipment} 
in selecting appropriate patterns and materialsj  in ohoosing standards 
of workmanship; and in solring clothing problems.    Daily work and atti- 
tudes were to be considered as well as improToment in taking initiatives 
accepting responsibility in olassi  thinking through and solring problemsi 
working quietly,  consistently,  quickly,said effectively toward the goal. 
Contributions to olass work or disoussions,  questions showing thought, 
or any trait that showed real growth or development of thejpupil were 
further factors to be considered. 
There was, however, some misunde standing concerning grades.    A 
score card for judging dresses was worked out in olass so that each 
girl oould rate her dress.    After the score waa determined,  there came 
the question,  "*hat la my grade!" Some of the girla in the first group 
were unhappy about helping to evaluate their garments.     They seemed 
afraid that if they made a auggeation for improvement they would get 
a lower grade.    They moat poaitively did not want to rate their own 
garmenta.     "She's hard.    She wants ua to grade MV own dresses."    When 
aix of the girla in the first group were asked if they were ready    to 
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diaouea their dreaaea with the teaoher and rate them,  they said they 
were not.    They had oarried the dreaaea home beoause the teaoher did 
not grade them.    One girl took her dreaa home before it waa finiahed. 
She did not aee any need for completing the garment if the teaoher did 
not grade it.    The dreaa waa brought baolc and graded.    Two gradea were 
finally put on the report oard.    One grade waa for the produot) the 
other waa for the quarter.* 
But a few of the firat group rated their firet garmenta and most 
of them helped rate the aeoond dreaaea. 
The aeoond group of girla took it for granted that they ahould 
help decide what needed improvement and how to go about it.    By the end 
of the  aeoond year only three girla aald anything to the teaoher about 
their gradea. 
An effort waa made to aee the mother of 9rwy girl and tell her 
about the plena for the atudy of olothing and the thing a to be aocom- 
pliahed.    The mother waa aaked if ahe thought theae thing* would fit 
into the needa of the girl and if ahe oould giro auggeationa for making 
the atudy worthwhile.    Her opinion regarding the amount of materials 
and auppliea waa obtained.    Her oooperation waa aolioited. 
The only girla who failed to bring materiala to work with or who 
brought them late were girla whoae mothera had not been ao approached. 
The writer, however, had not talked with the mothera of every girl who 
brought her material on time. 
*° Oradea were iaaued every two montha. 
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The behavior of part of the pupils indicated interest in learning 
from tho beginning while others developed suoh beharior later.    As the 
study progressed a greater number of pupils were asking for literature 
about the topios being studied.    Both groups as a whole asked questions 
that could be turned into worthwhile discussions.    They suggested olass 
activities,  told about planning the olothing    for some other member of 
the family, brought in garments they had made at home to show improve- 
ment in workmanship and techniques.    One girl wrote a play to be used for 
a fashion show.    Certain girls showed initiative in working out problems 
in sohool and in taking oare of their olothing at home.    Others aooepted 
more responsibility than at first.    Four girls showed real self-control 
by controlling their habits of talking.    By the ond of the seoond year 
of working with group 1,  only five girls spent too long in the dressing 
room at the beginning of the period.    A notable ohange in the type of 
clothes worn on different occasions was observed.    Other pupils in sohool 
also beoame interested in clothing that was appropriate to the oooasion, 
in better techniques of construction, and in the kinds of lines to wear. 
CHAPTO IT 
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
To find the oausos of laok of interaat BO that they oould be 
eliminated by method* that would develop pupil Interact In learning 
the writer analysed and olassified pupil behavior which  seemed to 
indicate a laok of interest aa obaerred by her and by other experienced 
teachers in the field of home economics. 
The investigation waa oarried out with two groups of girls under 
as near the same teaehing aituationa aa it was possible for the writer 
to conduct it. 
The time required for pupils to carry out the aotiritiea planned 
required a longer time than the writer anticipated beoauao aome of the 
girls were  so slow in getting materials and because more time was 
neoeaaary for the pupils who taught themselves. 
Whenever the writer observed that any one of these girls was 
putting to use the things she had learned in olothing,  a reoord was made 
of the obacrvation. 
A reoord waa kept of chance remarks of members of the fsmily or 
friends oonoerning a girl»s use of her study of olothing. 
The girls did not know that aneodotal reoords of their behavior 
were being taken. 
These reoorda have been used to determine pupil behavior as a 
means of evaluating the techniques used to secure pupil interest in 
learning. 
The findings show that pupil interest in learning was developed 
and maintained throughout the study.    Interest was shown by suoh 
pupil beharior aai    taking initiative!  assuming responsibility!  oontri- 
buting to olass activities, both by Toluntary oontribution and from 
suggestions made by the teaoheri  reading home economics literaturej 
asking questions that showed thought! being openmindedi working consis- 
tently!  evaluating work t_ find weakness! being resouroeful! and 
developing skills. 
Although not every girl exhibited behavior which could be taken 
as evidence of interest in learning, the writer feels that a start has 
been made for developing the interest of pupils in learning. 
Since many factors enter into the oauses of pupil behavior some 
pupils need more oompetent guidance in developing their interest than 
the writer was able to give them. 
But for the majority of the pupila interest was developed and 
maintained through the use of suoh techniques ass    pupil participation 
in setting up objectives and selecting activities for the oourae! 
basing activities on pupil interest and experiences!  evaluation of her 
own work by the pupil and rating it on a progress chartj   basing grades 
on progress rather than on a product! using pertinent source materials! 
enlisting cooperation between school and home. 
The writer makes  the following reoommendations for further studyi 
1. A continuation of the same techniques with more emphasis 
on teaching the pupil how to use souroe materials correotlyj 
home visiting!  the use of the immediate interest of pupils! and 
pupil evaluation of work. 
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1. A trying out of technique for the elimination of other 
onuses of beharior showing laok of interest in learning. 
3. The study of a course in Guidance so that the teaoher may 
feel more competent of finding and enriohing the interest 
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APPENDIX 
APPfflDXXA 
Thl» 1* a check sheet foruMut reeord of progresa1 and for 
eetting goals to be aooompliahed. 
Uae your own judgment as to your ability to do the  following 
thing*.    Da* tho following symbols to denote degree of aooompllahnenti 
1. Denotes aithar no experience or no ability 
2. Can do a littla 
3. Can do batter than at firet 
4. Can do almost, aa wall aa I would like to 
5. Can do a first olaaa job 
A« Operation and Uaa of Sewing Maohiae 
1. Iveoogniie good atitohing 
2. Can regulate the stitoh 
3. Can thread oaohlne 
4* Can oontrol naohino in atitohing 
&• Can olean and oil naohine 
6. Can open and oloae machine 
7* Can uae attaohmente 
* This Hat was giren to eaoh girl in the beginning of the unit. 
She garo heraelf a rating for eaoh activity.    The Hat was filed in a 
manilla folder ao that eaoh girl oould aee her progreaa aa activities 
were rated on the large chart in the room.    Thia wee made by pasting 
the progreaa oliart on a large sheet of graph paper.    Eaoh girl*a 
waa in a ooliaan at the top eo that her progreaa oould be rated. 
1 i 1 1 1 1 1 
t Objeotirea in teraa of ability 1 • • • I 1 
i i i t i i i 
t                                I   i   i   I   1   1 
i                                1   1   1  • 1   1   1 
i A. Operation and uae of I • • • • 1 
i aewing naohine i i i t i i 
i i i i t t i 
i 1. Recognise good atitohing | i t 1 1 1 
i 2. Can regulate the stitch 1 t 1 1 1 1 
t t i i i i i 




1. Recognise «uoh fnbrlos *■ pique or ordinary cottons,  linen, 
wool,   rayon,   silk 





S. Able to aeleot fabriee especially sultsd to different de- 
signs of garments 
4. Able to seleot fabrios that will glvei 
(a) Desired serrioe 
(b) Shrinkage 
(o)  Shine 
(d) Stretoh 
(e) Color fastness 
(f) Laundering 
(g) Hold pressing 
(h) Base of construction 
5. Able to judge what is fair prioe for a given material 
6. Able to seleot oolors suited to different individuals 
7. Able to seleet pleasing oolor combinations 
C. Pattern Seleotion and Use oft 
1. Able to select designs suitable for individuals 
(a) Considering size 
(b) Various oooasions 
2. Able to take measurements 
S. Able to seleot patterns aooording to measurements 
4. Able to test pattern 
5. Able to alter pattern 
8. Able to interpret symbols 
7. Able to plaoe pattern on 
(a) Plain material 
(b) Material having a left and right 
Material having an up and down 
Material having an up and down and left and right 
Material having a right and wrong 
Material having a right and wrong, an up and down, 
left and right 
8. Able to out, marking notches and other symbols 
D. Construction Processes 
1. Able to decide what type of prooess is suited to particular 
situations 






5. Able to decide what standards of workmanship ahould be 
achieved In a given situation 
(a) Choioe of soams 
1* Hams 
2.  Finishes 
5* Hand or machine  stitching 
(b) Perfection of stitoning by machine by hand 
(e) neatness 
4. Able to analyse steps in construction processes 
(a) Bound button holes 
Making seams 
Set in pockets 
Plackets 
Making collar 
, Putting on collar 
(g) Making sleeves 
(h) Putting in sleeres 
5. Able to follow printed direotions oonoerning construction 
processes* 




(o) Shirring,   smooking,  other deooratlre  atitones 
(d) Hems—evenness—stitching 
(e) Plackets—with or without tipper 
(f) Bindings—evenness—stitohing 
(g) Facings—eTenness—stitohing 
(h) Button holes 
1. worked 
2. bound .   ,       .. 
7. Able to plan sequence of work in putting garment together 
(a) Thimble 
(b) Needles-site, holding 
(o) Scissors 
(d) Tape measure 
(e) Pins 
8. Able to handle materials efficiently 
S. Planning Clothing Needs 
1. Able to make a plan for a year's wardrobe for a high school 
girl based ont 
(a) Definite basic color soheme 
(b) Various income levels 
1. Usable as it is 
2. Can be made over 
2. Able to Judge the comparative ralue of homemeke » Hi 
ready-made garments 
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3. Able to aeleot ready to wear accessories 
(a) Shoes 





(g) Other accessories 
F. Marketing Practioes 
1. Able to Judge what services you pay for when buying in 
different stores 
2. Able to analyse own and ooamnmity buying preotioes to 
■ee what 
(a) Contributions can be made to better marketing prac- 
tices 
(b) Contributions are made to poorer marketing oondi- 
tiona 
0. Care of Clothing 
1. Reoogniie the importance of the oare of clothing to one'i 
appear anoo 
2. Storage spaoe 
(a) Can plan for adequate spaoe 
(b) Can provide adequate storage for clothing 
(o) Use storage spaoe for olothing 
(d) Proteots olothing from moths and other insect* 
3. Recognise good standards of pressing 
4. Use good standards of pressing 





6. Able to remove spots and ataina 
7. Reoogniae good standards of mending olothes 
8. Reoogniie reasons for ill fitting olothes 






The following device has been used aa an aid in making anaodotal 
reoords of pupil behavior whioh showed interest aa observed in clothing 
olaaa.     It was used when the olass was planning,  discussing,  explaining, 
constructing, or carrying on activities in a normal way.    As soon as the 
teacher had opportunity, she recorded any observations made on the pupil' s 
index oard the number corresponding to her participation.  (  "a" repre- 
sented evidences of interest in learning!  "b" represented evidences of 
laok of interest in learning)    Any particularly good (or poor) question 
or contribution by the individual was recorded.    This device was set 
up in an effort to olassify activities the writer thought were indicative 
of interest in learning. 
I.  Inquiry 
A. Student asks questions which show thoughtful attitudes as 
opposed to questions with little or no thinking, goes to  stores 
to learn for herself what information «he oan get from olerka, 
officials, or from observing materials offered for sale, 
labels,  on information found on materials or ready made oloth- 
ing, uses learning materials,  gets information from as many 
sources as possible before making deoision. 
B. Student aaks questions whioh show little thinking, wants to 
be told rather than to seek information for herself. 
II. Responsibility 
A.  Student assumes responsibility for oontinuing work when teacher 
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is not present)  for her share of work in a group problem} for 
responsibility for making work with others go smoothly* 
assumes her responsibility in the oare of the laboratory, 
materials,  and property belinging to the sohool or group as 
a whole) assumes her share of the responsibility for her 
grade. 
B.  Student stops work or talks so much that she oannot accomplish 
a great deal, fails to accept her share of responsibility in 
group problems,   such as, making work go smoothly when working 
with others, taking oare of laboratory or materials belonging 
to group or sohool, and blames teacher for rating her lower 
than someone else* 
III. Openmindedness 
A. Student is willing to abandon predetermined ideas for ideas 
whioh seem in the light of present knowledge,  to be more 
nearly oorreot) aocepts good,  olear eridenoe without sulking 
or useless argument.    She tries different methods. 
B. Student wants to hold to old ideas and methods of doing a 
thing.     She acoepts suggestions as adrerse oritioism)  does 
not want to try different methods)  and sulks. 
IV. Work Habits 
A. Pupil works oonsistently at any task until it is done) works 
eagerly) tries to do her work as well as she oan)  shows 
eridenoe of doing work carefully)  puts away materials quiokly, 
quietly, neatly. 
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B.  Pusses about the kind and amount of work to be donei   sees 
how little she can get by withj  prectioes suoh praotioes such 
poor habits that work is soiled,  poorly done, wrinkledi wads 
work and materials into box or else takes too muoh time in 
putting materials away in an orderly way. 
0. Works slowly, without confidence. 
V.  Initiative 
A. Pupil does her work without aid from teaoher or other pupilsi 
completes work without constant reminders from teaoher* 
reoognises problems and tries to solve them without being told 
what to do by teaoher or other pupils. 
B. Pupil needs to be reminded to get to worki requires assistance 
in solYine problemi recognises her personal problems only when 
they are pointed out to her. 
C. Pupil needs help.    She recognises that things need to be done 
but  lacks  self-confidence. 
YI. Self- appraisal 
A. Pupil recognises where she has fallen short of goal set for 
herself and points out to teaoher what she needs to work on 
for improvement, evaluates work by device worked out or 
accepted by the classi recognises that she can do a better 
pieoe of work and does it over* 
B. Pupil cannot or doe. not recognise how short she is of the goal 
■he set for herself, will not evaluate her work by device 
accepted by olassi either has to be told to take out or do 
over a piece of work or else hands in poor workmanship. 
VII. Resourcefulness 
A. Student devises moans of getting matorials to work withi   sug- 
gests or triss nsw ways oi  doing thingsi uses originality in 
decorations or fasteningsj ohanges design slightly}  plans 
combinations of materials or effeotire methods of pieoing 
materials when there is too little for pattern selected)  uses 
own judgment rather than slavishly following directions for 
laying pattern,  sewing in sipper or finishing opening. 
B. Student fails to get material to work with but has money for 
other thingsi follows directions without trying different 
methods of laying pattern to save material) begins outting 
garment before determining if she has enough material for 
pattern she is using)  fails to pieee material or to combine 
it with something else if material is insufficient for pattern) 
argues that pattern guide says do a oertain thing when she 
does not understand what the pattern guide is telling her. 
VIII.  Contributions to olass work and discussion as result of teacher 
suggestions. 
a. Student brings in problems to bo solved) brings in information 
she has observed or learned from someone else) brings magasine 
articles or books she thinks will strengthen olass work. Sug- 
gests things she would like to study. 
B. No contributions. 
C. Cannot get material but has money for other things. 
.1 
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IX. Voluntary Contributions 
A. Student show* an intelleotural interest in subject by doing 
outside work that is not required of her, suoh as reading, 
making posters, charts or other equipment; volunteers to make 
special reports; volunteers to carry out projects suggested 
by teacher* volunteers to go to stores to secure information 
needed in class. 
B. Student does only work required of her;  does not volunteer 
for special projects or work. 
X.  Skills 
A. Student recognises that a certain amount of skill is neoessary 
in order to accomplish the desired results In garment construc- 
tion and that a knowledge of construction and a well made gar- 
ment is dependent upon her skill in making it;  therefore,   she 
makes an effort to improve her stitohing by stitohing along 
designs on paper.    She uses guages for keeping seams or hems 
the same width.    She shows skill in following and interpreting 
pattern guide, laying pattern, and in outting and construction 
prooesses.    She expresses skill in use and adjustment of sewing 
machine. 





The following reoords of the observations of the growth of tiro 
girl* in the first group are typioal of the behavior of moat of the 
group.    There were fire girls, however, whoae growth in effort to im- 
prove atandarda or in aaauming responsibility for learning did not 
begin to measure up to the othersi  reoorda of the behavior typioal of 
these girls is also given. 
RECORD OF J 
Although she had completed first year Home Soonotuios she had no 
oonfidenoe  in her ability to make a garment by herself or to begin any 
of the construction prooesses.    She accepted the ohallenge of learning 
to teaoh herself and to improve her standards of workmanship.    The 
manipulative skills in sewing were not easy for her but she put forth 
a great effort.     In the beginning she had to rely almost entirely on 
the teaoher but before she finished the first garment,  she had gained 
some self-oonfidenoe.    Her growth was shown in many situations.    She and 
the girl she worked with used the oonstruotion prooesses from the 
illustrative materials and the text and referenoe books, along with the 
pattern guide to work out a plan of work to follow, and the sequenoe of 
steps for particular prooesses. 
She assumed responsibility for the oare of her materials and those 
of the department, for the performance of certain housekeeping duties. 
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for her oonduot and for evaluating her work. 
Beoauae of her laok of confidence In her ability to sow, she 
•eleoted a very simple pattern and plain material. But she worked with 
her partner so well, she knew how to do not only the oonetruotion pro- 
cesses in her dress, but those of her partner1* drees ae wall, and be- 
oauae of that learned how to lay a pattern on etrlped material having a 
left and right, and a right and a wrong tide. The two of them taught 
themselves how to lay a pattern so that oheoks would matoh and how to 
save material in plain material. 
She read and reported on three olothinc booksj they were. Tour 
Clothes and Personality, by Ryan, 7ihat is She Like, by Broughton, and 
Kode in Dress and Home, by Donovan. Her satisfaction in growth is 
shown by the oomment she handed in at the time she evaluated her dress. 
I learned so muoh more about sewing this year. I've 
found that I really enjoy it.  1 owe most of it to ny 
teacher because she explains things well. 
I have learned a better way of basting.  It is a neater 
way and is muoh easier. By using a piece of pasteboard to 
baste I could make the seam straighter.  I can sew straighter 
on the machine, 
I understand how to make a plaoket now, and I find it r*ry 
easy. 
I learned how to out out a garment. 
RECORD OF Q 
She had also had one year of home eoonomios. 
She was delighted at the idea of being graded on progress rather 
than the product.  "I'm sure that I oan make a lot of progress." She 
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showed muoh Interest too la the soore oard for rating the dresses. 
"Do you mean that you are going to let us rate our own dresses?    I 
thought the teacher always did that.    I'm not sure that I can, hut I'll 
try." 
She showed growth in many ways.    She seemed to think at first that 
the whole study was a teaoher affair but after aooepting the proposition 
that it was a student-teaoher course,  she showed muoh growth in the 
development of beharior indioatire of interest in learning.    She made 
many suggestions for activities to be oarried on in olass.    She read 
and reported on The Mode in Dress and Home by Donovan and Your Clothes 
and Personality, by Ryan.    Her olass reports on aooessories were well 
organised and well reoeived.    She said that after following the sugges- 
tions for buying hose that her hose lasted longer than any she had ever 
had before.     She worked out a plan of spending the family income which 
her grandmother said they would try to follow.    She assumed the respon- 
sibility of planning and selecting clothing for her grandmother, who liked 
her selections very muoh. 
She wrote a play on how to select appropriate olothing.    She said 
that the next olass oonld use it for a fashion show if they should have- 
one.    Her estimate of her achievements is shown in her statements, which 
also show her Joy in accomplishment, whioh she handed at the time she 
evaluated her dress* 
I left my sleeves until last to out out because I was going 
to make long sleeves and I didn't have enough material.    After 
I found out that I oould make short sleeves out of the material 
that I did have left,  I laid my pattern down and out them. 
Although I knew I was laying the material the wrong way,   1 went 
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on and out thorn anyway, booauae it was the only way I oould out 
thorn without piecing thorn.    Aftor 1 out thorn, marked the darta 
and atartod basting them,  I found out that I oould not make my 
alooToa exactly like the pattern booauao it oalled for ouff linke 
and 1 couldn't get any like ny buttons,   ao I had to make them 
a different wavy,    Aftor making my sleeves,  I tried to put them in 
my dreas and I got the wrong aleere in the right armhole and 
they didn't fit very well.     Aftor deciding to got gome more 
material,  I made my sleevos all orer again, and this time I made 
them exactly right and put them in right.    I learned Tory muoh 
from making my alooreai firat, how the pattern ahould be plaoed 
(lengthwise, not oroaswiao of the material) and aooond, how to 
make a aleere with a pleat in it. 
I plaoed my material and pattern, marked my darts,  out out 
the collar, basted,  sewed,  and put on my collar very nioely,  I 
think, without any trouble at all.    And all of it was right.    I 
learned ererything I did about my collar booauae I had newer put 
one on,  out,  or sewed one before.     I think I can put a collar on 
now as nioely as most anyone. 
I plaoed my material, plaoed pattern, marked darts, out waist, 
basted, and sewed it without any trouble.    I learned some more 
about how to place the pattern (atraight of material,  for book), 
and how to make a waist like that. And how to make buttonholes 
with a machine attachment for the buttonhole. 
I plaoed material and pattern, marked darts, out, basted, 
and sowed my skirt without muoh trouble.    All my troubles were 
in getting the pleats exactly in proportion and to get it to 
fit me perfeotly.    This wasn't so rery hard to do.    I also learned 
a lot from making my ekirt before and I have never aewed any 
silk or orepe material before. 
Taking my dress as a whole 1 learned almost everything I did 
about it.     I had never sewed silk material before, never made 
buttonholes, never made pleats, never put on buttons, and never 
made a oollar before.    Aleo I made my dross in a very short timo 
compared to the work done on eaoh garment and the work done last 
year by some of the people in our room.     I shall not grade my- 
self in (a,b,o,d,  or e) but I really do think I have done a very 
good Job in making my dress.     1 enjoyed it, and I onjoy wearing 
it.     It oame out Just as well aa I planned it and I am very proud 
of my dross.     (Of oourse this is my personal opinion) 
This is a reoord of X, whose behavior was similar to that of 
other girls who seamed most interested in learning. 
RECORD OF Pom X 
She showed initiative by asking questions that voiced the senti- 
ment of the class. It was she who said that the class had never nada 
a plan of work; therefore, she was not quite sure that she knew how to 
go about it.  "Would you mind puttinc one for an apron on the boardT" 
She said it sounded so muoh like a pattarn guide, she wondered if it 
wouldn't be just as good to go by the pattern guide. She was the first 
girl to make a plan of work. She said it halped her because after she 
had thought through the problem she knew the sequence of steps and oould 
work faster because aha didn't have to stop to find out what to do next 
and there ware so many little things she oould haste while waiting to 
use equipment. 
She used illustrative materials instead of asking the teacher 
how to go about construction processes, but occasionally needed help, 
and always got the teacher's 0. K. before going ahead. She laid pat- 
terns on checked materials to sec how to mutch oheoks and on plain 
materials to learn the most economical method of cutting. She tried 
several methods of doing a process before deoiding upon whioh one to use. 
She asked if she might make the construction prooesses rather than take 
an axam (she oould easily have passed any examination). She was very 
eager to do anything that would help her to learn something new. 
She asked for Mode in Dress and Home so that she oould look up 
suggestions of how to dress different types of figures, in the faoe of 
oontrary remarks from four members of the elaas. 
Sho aaid, "I wish that I had mad* plaokets before I made my ooat. 
I'll never teM off a plaoket again beoause I am afraid it it hard to 
mako." 
Sho showed resourcefulness in that sho followed direction* in 
pattern guides and source materials carefully, doing each step as it 
was suggested, and noedod Tory little help from teaoher. Sho figured 
out methods for changing details of pattern] made walnut buttons and 
bolt after seeing thorn] and put darts in the baok of her ooat in order 
to take out fullness allowed for person having a fuller figure.  (Her 
ooat fitted another member of the olass, using same sise pattern, per- 
fectly, but it bagged between the shoulders on her.) 
She made worthwhile contributions to olass. Her reports ended 
in olass discussions. Sho told of ezperienoes of listening to women 
shopping* Sho asked questions that led to olass disoussion. 
She made a number of voluntary oontributions. She brought 
samples of woolen materials to olass. She asked if olass oould follow 
the custom of making a spring dress, and brought samples of sheer 
materials. She said she was glad she was making illustrations of con- 
struction prooesses, because, "My mother made them at leaoe and she says 
I'm doing better than she did." 
She was Tory dependable. She worked well with the group and was 
aooopted as a leader in olass. She would say to girls who wore wasting 
time, "Why don't you get to workt" or "1 wouldn't do that. Why don't 
you do what you ou(ht toT" She worked quietly and orderly regardless 
of where the Utehir was. 
She developed exoollent techniques of oonstruotlon.    It took her 
twioe ai long to males her ooat as was anticipated, but she taught her- 
self to find lengthwise threads, to do tailor taoks, and all the other 
construction processes rather than ask for help.    3he formed the habit 
of trying out the length of stitches and the tension before stitching 
her garment.    She helped other girls thread the machines and put in bob- 
bins when they asked her to. 
She practically took charge of the oare of her olothes.    She 
helped seleet and wore clothes that were ideal for school.    She was 
neat and well groomed.    She carefully observed garments and accessories 
to find things  she could use. 
Report from Mothert 
I has splended ideas about how to  select her olothes.    She is 
capable of planning her wardrobe.    I am very pleased with the many things 
she has learned in olothing this yearj and was surprised to find her 
changing hems and sewing on fasteners without being told to do it.     She 
plans good color combinations and seems to hare some idea of the oost 
of olothes and howmuoh money she  should ask for. 
OROOP II II 
This girl took little active part in class work. She wanted to 
sit in corner behind the stove and showed either a laok of interest ia 
learning or a laok of adjustment. She did not seem very sure of her- 
self.  She laoked an inquiring mind. She wanted to be told what to do 
and how to do it.    Her behaTior i. typical of four girl.. 
RECORD OF U_ 
She assumed little responsibility.    She usually did her house- 
keeping duties but had to be reminded of them occasionally.    She had 
trouble keeping up with her equipment and with her pattern, and ma- 
teriala.     Someone else praotloally always used what the borrowed from 
the department after she got through with itj   therefore the new felt 
responsible for its return.    She looked at the dresses from stores but 
could not see the causes of the differences in quality or workmanship. 
She took her material home without letting the teacher know about it 
and out part of her garment there.    She said that she did not know 
that her material had an up and a down.    She did not know that when 
two pieoes were out with the same piece of pattern one had to be for 
the right and the other for tfce left side. 
She did not make a doll dress when other girls did.    She brought 
a child's sample for learning to embroider and worked at it fire weeks 
but it newer was finished. 
She had difficulty understanding the pattern guide and also what 
the teacher told her or showed her.    She had to be shown how to do erery 
process in detail.     It took her a week and a half to bind the front 
opening of a blouse and one side was wider than the other when she 
finished it. 
She waited for the teacher to help her with her sleeres three days 
without letting the teacher know that she wanted help.    Ererytime the 
teacher got near her. her work either wont under the tabl. or was 
folded in the box. 
3h. was too retiring to try self-apprai.al.    she .aid she Just 
oould not judge her work and was so embarrassed the teacher wouldn't 
press her to try to eraluate it. 
She showed little resouroefulness.    She failed to lay the pattern 
to find the best possible method of getting her garment before she began 
cutting it, and did not get the teacher's 0, K. on how the pattern was 
laid before outting material. 
She made no reports j   seemed too embarrassed to answer questions j 
and nerer made voluntary remarks.    She developed very little during 
the entire year. 
She read one book—Myers,   I Am Growing Op. 
She used a guage after the teacher showed her exaotly how to 
make it and use it for keeping the seams the same width.    But it did not 
seem to hare done much good after she stitohed the seam on the maohine. 
The teaoher was nerer sure that K oould even thread a maohine or put in 
a bobbin oorrectly. 
RECORD OF PUPIL U. 
She came to us from X High School.    She said that she oould nerer 
finish there.    Her beharior shows little derelopment in learning.    It 
may indicate a lack of adjustment.    Ho one else showed the same beharior 
traits or attitudes. 
She wanted the teacher to tell her what lines she should wear. 
She said she didn't want to look it up.    Neither did she want to use 
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souroe material* as guides for performing oonstruotion processes but 
when ahe did use them she wanted the teaoher to show her exactly how 
to use them and how to begin eaoh prooess. 
She would not try to put in a tipper till the teaoher showed her 
how and  stood by her till it was put in correctly. 
She did nothing when the teaoher was not near her.    She talked 
so muoh when she was near anyone who would listen she oould not accom- 
plish Tory muoh.    She said she was afraid that the girls would think 
that she was not friendly if she did not talk to them or listen to them 
if they started talking.    She "pioked at" other girls in olass when she 
found that ahe oould aggravate themj  she had to be reminded to do her 
housekeeping duties and oould not find dust oloths, broom or dust pan. 
She oould not understand why she didn't get as good a grade as 
anyone else.     I'll done everything you told me to.    I would hare com- 
pleted the wool akirt in the fall if you had told me that I would fail 
if I didn't." 
When the other girle were talking about making oonstruotion 
stitohea and processes,   she said that she didn't see any use of doing 
it.      When the teaoher agreed with her and told her ahe need not do it, 
she said,  "Heok,  I'll do it if everybody elae ia going to do it.    I 
don't want to be the only one who doesn't do it."    She didn't want to 
make a plan of work but aaid ahe would if the teaoher would help her 
atart it.    She loat it.    She did not make another beoauee it looked 
like a waste of time. 
She showed no improvement in developing skills.    She oould do 
good work but usually did it poorly as if ,h. wanted to ••• if the 
teacher would "make" h.r do it again.    When the teacher would agree that 
what ahe had don* was possibly as good as shs oould do. aha would take 
it out.    She fussed about making "thoss old samples," baring to read, 
and about aaking reports in olass.     In the beginning of the olaes period 
she either talked or sat behind the heater till  she was reminded to get 
to work.    She did not want to use a guage for getting an even hem or 
for keeping seams the same width.    She said that she oould not see any- 
thing wrong with work. 
She said that she oould not get material for a dress either in 
the fall or in the spring.    When the unit on olothing was almost finished, 
she got material for a woolen skirt whioh she finished in the spring. 
She had money to spend all during the day and she had two permanents 
during the year. 
When the other girls were making spring drosses, she said that 
ahe was graduating so it would take all her money to buy calling oards, 
invitations, and to pay other graduating expense.    She said that she 
would rather go to the style show at State College in Raleigh than to 
get a dress for herself.     If I have to make something to show you that 
I can lay a pattern and set in sleeves, let me make one of the Red 
Cross garments. 
As evidence of some interest and growth she made a short report 
on cotton growth and manufacture, and another on what to consider when 
buying gloves and when to use them. 
She volunteered to look up what things to consider when seleoting 
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atationary and to ... what th. book, on etiquott. had to .ay about what 
color, of .tationery to uae.    she want to aource material, to learn 
■o.-aothing about wool. 
Sha brought some rook to th. teaoher ao that bulb, oould ba put 
out in the laboratory. 
RECORD OF PDPIL L. 
Sh. axpres.od tha do.ire to b. appropriataly and attraotirely 
dro..adi   to make a good impre«.ion on other.%  and to learn how to ..loot 
ready-made olothing and household linens.    "Our Houae ha. Ju.t burned 
down and we lo.t all our olothe.—ewything."    She wanted to be able 
to replaoe neoea.itiea, wi.ely.    She did not, however, want to read any 
of the eugge.ted literature.    "Krery time  I didn't have .omathing to 
do la.t year,   the taaoher made me read one of tho.e old home ee. book.. 
I wouldn't mind reading them if they had something now in them, but I 
know what', in the book, in the library." 
She wore jitterbug ehirta* to aohool part of the time during the 
fir.t two week, of aohool, and .aid, during the diacuaeion on olothe. 
that were .uitable for .ohool wear,  that .he didn't .eo why they ware 
not a. appropriate for .ohool a. anything el.e.    That was   the la.t time, 
however,  that aho wore them to ola.a out.ide her .kirt. 
Sha got to ola*. from ten to fifteen minute, late rrery day.    She 
wanted to take her material in another room and lay the pattern and ahe 
Loose,  kimona-like ahirte worn outaida the skirt.    It was 
popular to wear them to jitterbug danoea. 
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wanted two other girl* with her.    They talked so muoh and so loud the 
teacher had them go baok to the olothing laboratory.    She eaid that by 
the time she could get a table on whioh to out her skirt,   she had lost 
all interest in making it* 
She was very intimate with two girls who often made remarks 
about how late they were out the night before.    She assumed a very dis- 
interested attitude and did little to achieve the objectives she had 
helped set up. 
She made reports on how to buy ready-made coats,  dresses, and 
hats,  after muoh persuasion and three trials of telling "about how 
to buy" she gave definite things to  look for or to avoid when making a 
purchase of either of these garments.    She was muoh pleased with the 
teacher's commendations when she gave a good report. 
The teacher visited her home in March, and disoussed what could 
be done about the state of affairs.    X had told her mother,  "The teaoher 
doesn't oare whether I do anything or not."    Her mother said that she had 
made the woolen skirt because X needed it.    Several misunderstandings 
were cleared up. 
She got material for a rayon sports dress,  to make during the 
olass problem of oonstruoting a spring dress.    She made most of it at 
home.    But she did various construction processes on soraps at school 
to show that she could do them. 
The development of her interest in learning was evident in 
several ways. 
She read and reported on three books relating to clothing and 
personality. 
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She wtnt baok to sohool in the fall and took the fall term of 
Seoond-Year Home Eoonomioa over.    Sha made a woolen drea«,  entered into 
olaaa disoussions,  showed marked improvement in her selection of 
olothing, and aooepted her ahare of reaponaibllity for the oare of the 
laboratory and for working smoothly and oooperati-vely in a group. 
Sha was abaent from aohool repeatedly,  often for ten daya at a 
time.    But, by catting permission to take her work home to perform 
certain proceaaea whioh ahe demonstrated that aha oould do,  ahe made her 
dreas in the length of time she set up. 
Sha asked peraiasion to oontinue to go to  the olothing laboratory 
after ahe had oompleted her workj  she promised that she would not talk 
or disturb olass work in any way. 
She assumed her share of responsibility for making draperies for 
the laboratory Juat aa the other girla did,   proudly ahowad several 
dresses she had made at home, and appeared to be interested in the re- 
ports made by the other girla. 
After Kaater,  ahe said that ahe had made the spring ooat ahe waa 
wearing.    "The dressmaker who worked the buttonholea,  aaked me if I 
wouldn't go sew in her sewing room.    She said I had done a good job on 
my ooat." 
The Woman's College of 
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ABSTRACT UT THESJI3 
UATHKKlHK TUKHKK.    The ochool J.unoh aa a Means of strengthening 
Hose economics instruction.     (Under the direction of MABKL V. CAUPBKLL.J 
The purpose of this study was to make a list of possible student 
activities in the lunchroon situation to help teachers to overcome diff- 
iculties the/ encountered in the usual home economics classroom. 
A selected group of sixty-one teachers rated a list of specific ob- 
jectives relating to food and nutrition as to the importance of the object- 
ive, the amount of difficulty they encountered in achieving, and the reason 
for the difficulty, from this data the writer compiled a list of suggested 
activities for the use of the school lunch as a means of overcoming some of 
the difficulties encountered. 
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The j.urpooe of this stud/ is to explore the situation that exists 
in the school lunchroom as at present administered by the Works Pro- 
ject Administration, in the hope of finding opportunities that may be 
used for strengthening the educational program of the home economics 
department. 
Because of her conviction that unused opportunities exist, and 
because of her many questions concerning possible organisation of a 
cooperative program, the writer has undertaken this study.    Because of 
the generally recognised need which has resulted in a marked increase 
in the number of school lunches and in a different public conception 
aa to Its purpose, this seemed to be an opportune time to make such 
a study. 
CHAPTER II 
RSVIErf Of LITERATURE 
There has been a marked change in what educators think of aa the 
function of tha i<   ool lunch.    Aooording to ona authority1 the original 
function of tha school lunch was to faad tha poor.    Some school lunches 
•ere aat up by charitable organisations for tha feeding of malnourished 
children.2    \s early aa 1855, the Children's Aid society furnished 
free lunehee to tha children of the induatrial eehoole of Nan York 
City.3   othara followed,  aueh aa the Boston Coanittee under tha leader- 
ship of Ellen II.  Richards,^ the Star Center Aaaoelation in ihlladelphla, 
the    irant-Teachar Aaaoelation in Birmingham, Alabama, and tha 
Womani* federation of Clubs in Cleveland.5 
In eome achoola,  lunchroom* were designed to be a protection 
againat the lunch baaket and randara for tha children who ware unable 
to go home.^   many of these lunchrooms ware in charge of eonoeaaion- 
alrea,  auoh as thoaa in Cleveland,  Chicago,  ijocheater,  New fork, and 
St.  Louis.7   Tha concessionaire method of management haa not been 
Brigga, Howard L. and Hart, Constance C, "Prom Baaket Lunehea 
to Cafeterias—A Story of ; regress," Nationa sohoola, Vol. Till 
(November 1931), p. 52. 
^id, p. 52. 
^Bryant, Louisa Stevens,  "The school Feeding 'joyement", The 
i aychologioal Clinic, Vol. VI (April 15,  1912), p. 32. 
^Crosa, E. VI.,  "The Daily Ueala of school Children",  (Digest) 
Journal of Home Soonomice, Vol. I (October 1909), p. 364. 
5Briggs and Hart, op. elt., p. 52. 
fclbid, p. 52. 
^Knoll,  Arthur A.,  "School Lunchrooma—shither Away?", Journal of 
American Dietetic Asaociatlon, Vol. XVI (January 1940), p. 43T" 
oosason In the development of school lunehse In aoat eitiss.8     low the 
tohool lunoh la for all children who Ht at school.    It la agreed that 
it la aaf erf more healthful, and clieaper than to have tha ohlldran go 
hona.'   nourishing tho body of the school child la aa iaportant aa 
nourishing hia wind.10   Through thia sohool lunoh an axoallant haalth 
taaehlng aituation nay be aat up.11   Mary a. uoCoralok atatest 
"Tha aducational posaibilitiaa of tha school lunch 
in any ooawunlty ara Just as broad or Just aa narrow aa 
tha educational philosophy of ita school administrators 
and ita faculty."12 
A achool lunchroom that la efficient will Influence food habits 
of children^ and teach them the proper selection of food.**    it will 
also teach good habits of aanitation,  good table ethics,  and social 
reaponali;.    'ties.    S. U.  Brownell lists specifically the various 
83rigga and Hart, op. cit., p. 52. 
'smedley, Easts,    "Developing Good Diet Habits by proper Cafeteria 
Control," nation'a Schoole, Vol. I (February 1920), p. 45. 
10Sditorial,    "The   ;chool Lunch ] rograa. Using   -.urplua Fooda," 
School and College Cafateriaa, Vol.  IV (January 1941), p. 10. 
^UeOomick, Mary G.,    "The Educational Possibilities of the School 
Lunch," Journal of Hotac Economics, Vol. XXXI (April 1939)# p. 226. 
^Ibid, p. 226. 
^toraington, Flavilla. "Health Education in Chicago High School 
Lunchrooms," Journal of Health and rhyslcal Education, Vol. Ill (April 
1932), p. 11. 
HflonaingLon, Flavilla,    "Uannera and Conduct in the School Lunch- 
rooa," practical Ho— Economics,  Vol. XI (Hay 1933), p. 145* 
possibilities of ths social aspsoti 
Thsss aors desirable habits and attitudes arst 
(1) enjoyment of the meal (2) ability to rslax (3) habit 
of taking reasonable tins (4) enjoyment of companionship 
during a meal (5) ability to ooinrerae with frlsnds while 
eating without annoying others (6) ability to sat in public 
with reasonably good taste ani manners (7) care to avoid 
spilling food on table and floor (8) ability to eat in 
public without feeling self-conscious."" 
Ths school lunch may be used not only by thu hone economics 
classes but it nay also enrich the work of many othor departments, 
suoh as art, physical education, natural science, and eorarasrciel 
departments.1* 
The school lunchroom has served the community through spreading 
infomatlc:-. about nutrition.1?   This is often done through newspaper 
publicity M well as through mimeographed material distributed to the 
home.18   The school lunchroom also takes its place In the community 
by serving refreshments for social meetings of school organizations. 
m some instances this activity has been furthered by catering to 
luncheons and dinners of school and civic bodies.10 
Thus the school cafeteria has grown from its meager beginning to 
^Brownell, S* )*»,    "Cultural Training is Acquired in the School 
Cafeteria," Nations Schools, Vol.   XII (December 1933), p. 26. 
loBryan, Mary ds Oarmo,    "A Thrse-..ay Educational i rogram for the 
School Lunchroom," nation's schools, Vol. XIII (Uareh 1934), p. 15. 
17Ibid, p. 15. 
18Shirley,  Florence Ksller,   "Educative Value in the school 
Lunch," Journal of Horns Economics, Vol. XXIV (July 1932), p. 605. 
1QSditorial,  "Cafeteria Assumes Nee importance)," Nation's schools, 
Vol. XV (Uareh 1935), p. 49. 
an organisation that functions aa a aouroa of nourishing meals to com- 
bat malnutrition and thus to contribute to tha success of the school 
program. Tha cafeteria teaahes proper food selection and good health 
training. It aerres aa a means of correlating classroom teaching with 
a practical application of home economics. It must interest the public 
in food service and instill the knowledge that the nutrition needs of 
each child must be adequately met at home and at school. 
Today it is an established fact that society must provide for the 
underpriviledged. In 1933 through the activities of federal agencies 
provision was first made to use federal funds to feed at school these 
underpriviledged children.20 Today, the .orks Projects Administration 
has replaced this Federal nmergenoy kelief Administration and the Civil 
Works Administration. Through the distribution of surplus commodities, 
the federal Surplus Commodities Corporation has encouraged school 
lunches for the underpriviledged and the undernourished.2^ 
Today patrons of the W. P. A. school lunchroom may Include paying 
customers aa well as pupils who are either malnourished or unable to 
pay. As in the early days of school lunchrooms in America the lunch- 
rooms are sponsored by school boards, parent teacher associations and 
20Bryan, Mary do Qarmo, "Training and Opportunities for Dietitians 
and Institution Managers," journal of Hone i^conomlcs. Vol. XXI (September 
1939), p. 465. 
21currier, Thelma iuabs, "Federal Surplus Commodities and School 
Lunchee," Journal of American Dietetic Aaeoclation. Vol. XVI 
(August-September 1940), p. 668. 
charitable organisations.    To this group are now added the government 
agencies. 
Today aohool lunchrooaa are managed by eonoeaaionnairaa,22 hoaa 
eoonomios teachers,23 trained cafeteria aanagera,2* and untrained 
aansgere.25   The untrained manager nay be either a houaewife or someone 
in the eoniaunity needing help,    when the hoae economics teacher la in 
charge, the hoaa economics elaaaea nay or may not share in ite aanage- 
ment and in doing the work.26    It la generally reoogniaed that the beat 
type of aanageoent ia under a trained person.    The following resolution 
waa adopted at the Thirtieth Annual Meeting of the American Koew ';coiio- 
miee Association in 1937i 
"Bcsolved that school adainiatratora be urged to 
eecure auperviaion of tho school lunehroca oy trained 
persona on a professional rather than a commercial 
basis."2' 
^Editorial,   "The School lunch,"    Journal of Hone    conomlca, 
Vol. XXX (January 1938). p. 32, 
23Faliart,Ura. C. R.,  "How Other Schools Do It,"    school 
Management,  Vol.  I (Uay 1932), p. 20. 
2**aseey,  Nellie and Christy, Snu B.,  "The    chool Cafeteria 
Helps to solve the Depression i roblem,"    practical Hoaa Economics, 
Vol. XI (February 1933), p. 55. 
2^Uoshlaan,  Arthur 3.,  "School Lunohrooaa,"    nation's schools, 
Vol. XIX (April 1937), p. 16. 
Wilson, Klaio,    "The School Lunch Offers Training in lianage- 
aant,"    practical Hoaa "conond.es, Vol. XI (May 1933), p. 1*6. 
27F.ditorial,  "Health Education and School Lunches,"    Journal 
of Hoaa Economics, Vol. XXIX (October 1937), p. 563. 
There Is a difference of opinion as to the us* of ho*. •oonomiM 
classcn in the sehool lunch.    Sdna Barclay In 1921 expressed nor belief 
that home •eonoaica classes ahould not be oithar wholly or in part re- 
•ponaibla for the lunoh.28   Carolina Hunt suggested that it way ba a 
raaana of etre»Kthening the work in food and allied aubjecte.29 AS early 
aa 1909,  a few trade aehoola recognised the value of the sehool lunch- 
roome in the training of hoae economioa etudente.30   However in 1 resent 
day literature we find few reports of aehoole which are correlating hone 
economies with the school lunchroom.31    Although we find in the litera- 
ture frequent referenoee to the fact that the school lunch can be effect- 
ively used in the educational program, we find few suggestions as to how 
to do it. 
Martha Ann I ark, in 1931* reported a study of "Some Values of a 
school Lunch aa a project for Teaching Foods in a Homsnmkin,T Course. "^ 
Based on a comparison of the objectives of the high school coarse in 
foods and her observations in th* lunch rooms in four Iowa Schools, she 
^lark, Uartha Ann.    "Some Values of the sehool Lunch as a Irojeet 
for the Teaching of Foods in the Hoaeaaklng Coursss."   Unpublished 
Masters' Thesis, Iowa 3talc College, 1931, p. 9* 
29jbid, p. 7. 
3°Cross, E. IT.  (Digest)    "The Daily Meals of sehool children," 
Journal of Horns Bconoadcs, Vol.  I (October 1909), p. 364. 
31&ditorial.    "Educational Uses of Lunehrooas,M    practical Home 
Economics, Vol.  XIII (February 1935), p. 50. 
3*i ark, Martha Ann.    "Some Values of the school Lunch as a Project 
for the Teaching of Foods in the Hoaeoekiiig Course,"   Unpublished 
"astsr»s Thesis,  Iowa State Collage, 1931. 
concludedj" 
"(1) That pupil outcomes in the school lunch project could be 
very much the MM as In the regular foods course.    (2)    For 
many phases of foods work in a homemaking course it might be 
advantageous to base the work on a school lunch project be- 
cause the problems are real, and (3)   ,ith careful organisation 
and direction the work does not exploit the students."33 
Out of the school lunch program should come pupil growth,    in 
order to bring about growth real life experiences must be met.34   Tail- 
ing pupils to think will not make them think, but giving them a problem 
which lies within their power to solve will naturally promote thought.35 
The school lunch has an active part in such a program.    As Arthur 
A. Knoll has statedi 
"The modern educational pro ,ram is chiefly concerned with e: 
tive life situations in which the child lsams by precept and 
d«ed.    It is feltl that under such teaching there is a such 
greater carry-ovwr into after life,    surely here in the lunch- 
room is an opportunity that should not be overlooked by th« 
progreesive teacher or educational system."3° 
Believing with Knoll that the school lunch situation does present 
largely unexplored possibilities for contributing to the educational 
program, the writer has attempted this study. 
33ibid, p. 80. 
3*Mormington, Flavilla.    "The school Lunchroom—An Important Cog in 
the Teaching Machine," Nation's Schools. Vol. XI (April 1933)* p. 45. 
35Lancelot, William.    Handbook of Teaching skills - New York 
J. Wiley 6 sons.  Inc., 1929. pp. 34-35. 
3^Knoll,  Arthur A.    "School Lunchrooms whithar Away?", Journal of 
American Dietetic Association, Vol. XVI (January 1940), p. £5T~ 
CHAPTER III 
TUB STUDY 
Thia •tudy, which w&a mada in an affort to find maana through 
which tha facilitiai of tha aohool lunch might ba usad to strengthen 
tha instruction in home economics, oonaiata of two partai 
1. Tha difficultiaa axpariancad by a aalactad group of hona 
acononiea taachara in teaching fooda and nutrition hara baan 
diacoYorad and analysed. 
2. Tha opportunities provided in tha school lunch aa admintater- 
ad by tha Viork projects Administration ware analyaad to find ax- 
pa rianoaa which might anabla tha home aconomiea taachar to over- 
come a aalactad group of outatanding difficultiaa. 
Part 1.     Difficultiaa ancounterad in achieving Important objactiva». 
procadura. 
Information warn aaourad from a aalactad group of aixty-ona North 
Carolina hona aconomiea taachara.1 A* indicatad in Tablaa 1 and 2, 
thay rapraaant aohoola varying graatly in ei»a, in numbar of students 
anrollad in homa aconomiea classes, in numbar of students aerved in 
aohool lunch, in the rasponaibility of tha home aconomiea taachar for 
tha lunch, in typa of lunch earvad. They alao rapraaant all aaetiona 
of tha atata. 
In aatting up tha liat of objactivaa uaad in tha quaetionnaire, tha 
writar aupplamantad har own experience by auggaationa aaourad from tha 
irhia group rapraaanta 61 par cent of tha taaohara to whom tha ques- 
tionnairaa wara aant.    Tha taaohara warm aalactad at tha racommandation 
of tha Stata and District superrieora. 
10 
North Carolina Court* of stud/ in Home Economic*, and other literature 
in this field.2 
Table 1.    Knrallaant in home eoonomiea.    Number of aohoola 
having given enrollj*»nts in aaeh year 
8 
98a    %    a    8   R   8   *   §   § 
III       I       I       I     I     I     I     I     I 
«JLM   i   a  a a a a a a 
leer of Horn* 
Economic* 
Seventh Grade   60   0   1     0 





2 1 10 19 
28 4 14 5 
60 0   0 0 
















































Tha questionnaire uaad in securing data provided for th* checking 
by th* teachar of a liat of poasibla objectives aa folloaai 
1.    Th* importance ot each objective aa* indicated by checking th* 
2»Bryan, uary da oaiao.    The 3chool Cafeteria.    F. S. Croft and 
Company,  Mm fork, 1936. 
Harris, Florence Oanke and Hendereon, Ruth Adele.    Foeda—Their 
nutritive Economic and 3oclal Yaluea, Little,  Brown and Company, Boeton, 
ITO   
North, Sieter ifaud.    "A Plan for an integrated Courae on In- 
stitutional Economic*,"    Unpublished Heater's Th**i«, Woman's Collage 
of University of North Carolina, 1940. 
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one of the following statement« which represented the importance 
of thai objective to her students:     should be stresse,  worthwhile 
but not of outstanding importance, should not be attempted, no ex- 
parianoa with this objactive. 
2. The difficulty encountered in achieving each objective was in- 
dicated by checking the one of the follewing statenents which re- 
presented the difficulty which the teacher had experiencedi no 
difficulty, soae difficulty, a great amount of difficulty, no ex- 
perience with this objective. 
3. The cause of ths difficulty encountered or reason a given ob- 
jective has not been tried was indicated by checking as many of the 
following statenents as explained the cause of her difficulty: 
short school period,  student lacks time for home experience, lack 
of supplies, space, equipment, teaching materials, lack of time in 
the unit, or for home visiting, facilities to do home visiting, 
students lack muscular coordination, to advanced for students, 
lack means to stimulate desire of pupils to achieve, teacher leaks 
knowledge of subject matter, unaware of possibility. 
The data ware analysed to showi 
1.    The relative importance of objectivea 
a.    Classified as to achievement level, that is, as tot 
(1) recognition level 
(2) ability to do 
(3) desire to do 
(4) habit of doing 
u 
b. A* related toi 
(1) maintaining satisfying surroundings 
(2) quality of food 
(3) nutrition standards 
(4) uss of tins and energy 
(5) ass of mousy 
(6) psrsonal growth 
c. Quality of food products 
d. performance in prsparation of food 
s.    Maintenance of adequate nutrition 
f.   psrsonal growth 
2. Tha relative difficulty sneountsrsd in achieving obji 
tives.    Tha analysis was mads on same basis aa the hoove. 
3. Ths rslativs importance of factors causing difficulty in 
achieving objsetivss. 
Findings 
Importance of objsetivss 
1.      There is marked agreement as to ths importance of most of 
the objsetivss within each group as olassifisd under the 
four achievement levels—reco^cnition level,   ability to do, 
desire to do, and habit of doing.    There is however marked 
disagreement as to the importance of individual objectives 
in ths following groups.    (Tabls 3.) 
a.    On ths recognition levelt    The objectives related to 
quality of Toed varied in importance from 7.1 to 96.7 
with median of U.l f»r eent. 
.abla 3>    I«p.r%a»co of groupa of objactlraa classified on too basis of achlaraaent lerels. 
Recognition leyel Ability  to 
Itan an 
quaatlonaaire 
Taaehar rating as to 




Major Secondary Major 
Objaotlraa ralatad 
to 
Idantiflad ■o.  Mia 
i 
.   Max.     Md. 
#        i 
Min.  Mar.     Md 
i  ¥   4 
.   Idantiflad lo.   Min.  Max. Md. 
Satisfying 
surroundlogs I-A,I,C.D,* 10 75-8 100.0 9u-8 0.0 19.0 5.2 IX-l,0,F(q,H,8 7 53.3 100.0 «9-7   C 
iualltjr of food X-»,ItI(J,L 50 7.1 96.7 *»l.i 3.3 66.7 U2.3 II-I,J,1,L,M,H,037 50.0   98.3 69.6   ( 
.utrieion standard* I-I l 95-1 95-• 95.1 U.9   U.9   U.9 II-X 1 100.0 100.0 woo  < 
■• of tin* and 
anargjr I-«.». 2 8*. 7 •9-7 «7.2 8.6 13.6 U.l II-A.fr.O 19 55. U 100.0 79-3 < 
•e of money I-M 2 96.. 98.3 97.5 1.7   3-u   2-6 II-T.T.U 3 81.0   iU.3 81.0 : 
Personal growth x-o,? 2 75.0 88.3 «1.7 11.7 83.3 17.5 II-I.Y 8 81.3   95-1 89.0 
| 67 7.1 100.0 72.2 1.7 66.7 22.2 75 50.0 100.0 79.3 
The tabi* ahould ba read aa followe: Only ..renty-flre and eight tentha par cent of the *•**•" ™"""J 
to racogatW aetiifyiag aurroundfcfla. of najor iaportano.. On. bnndrad par cant of the taachara rat.d anoth 
tan la indlettted by tha nadian,   that la 9&.8J. 
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Hd.   Mln.   Max.     Md.     Idontlflod lo.   Mia.    Max. 
i    i   *    *  * *- 
Md.  Min. HPX. Md. Identiflod 
f       *    i   *  
lo.  Mln.   Max.    Md. 
4,       4,       < 
3.0 89.7    O.0U5.O   10.3 IXX-a(H) 
k.3 69-6   0.0 39.7   lM XlX-*<2) 
O.O WOO    0.0    0.0      0.0 Ill-a(l) 
O.O   79.3 0.0 35.7 17.5 XXI-A<5) 
».3    81.0 12.3 17.3 17.3 XII-A(3) 
5.1 89.0    3.3 10-2    *•■ XXI-l.C.D 
l   100.0 100.0 ioo.0 0.0   0.0 0.0 XT-0(5) • 96.5 96.5   96.5   3- 
1      96.7 96.7   96.7 3-3   3-3 3-3 XT-*<2).0<3> 2 s9.5 9*.3   93-9   ij 
1      96.7 96.7   96.7 3-3   3-3 3-3 MftMM*.   3 -> 56.6   ^   3 
96.5 96.5   96.3 3.5   3.5 3-5 MM * *.* «.«*-*   J 
93.1 93.1   93.1 6.9   6.9 6.9 XT-A<3>.0<2> 2 71-5 79-3 75-U 
87.3 93.9   •?.! U1U 7.1 IW.*1>.«I>*3> * 75.^6.5*5.3 
).o   79.3   0.0 U5.0 17.5 
12      87.3 100.0 90.H   0.0 i?.7   7.0 
13    71.5 98.3 8U.2 
r^~.v^^^ 
Da air* to do lerol Habit of doine level 
Xtoa on 
questionnaire 





Teacher rating ae   to 
importance 
Major Secondpry 
Md.     Idoatlfiod lo.  Mia.    Max. 
i__ —i *- 
Md.       Mln.  HFX.  Md.   Idontifiod 
f t       *      *  
10.   Mln.   Max.     Md.     Min.   K»x.   Md. 








1 96.5 96.5    96.5 3-5    3-5    3-5 
2 89-5 98-3   93.9 1.7 10.?   6-1 
'96.7 96.7   96-7   3.3   3-3   3-3   XT-.(l).o(l,.o(U)   , 81.M6.6   *.2 *».%*.* 
96.596.5   96.5   3-5   3-5   3-5   MM                    » 86.286.286.2 13.8 1M IM 
93.193.1   93.1   6.9   6.9   6.9   1T-A(3>.0<2)           * 71.5 79.3 15.* 6.8 19.0 13.U 
87.3 93.9   «7.5   ^ ".7   7.1   If-l.rtl).*2)*3) » 7-.U 96.3 S5.3 3.5 22.8   9-2 
13 71.5 98.3 8U.2 1.7 22.8 10.? 
1    100.0 100.0 100.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    IT-8(5) 




87.3 l°°'° 90.*   0.0 i?.7   7-0 
*«#<.* .. I-A I6.M >» *»• «uo.tioaaairo rolatiaj to ability 
■ idoatlfiod ao *-A,J,U.«*        *    «„-M.t..n«a of th« rroao of nSOTI^Ki«.r^:;££«— »• «—— - «*•""* lit group 
b. On to* ability to do leveli 
(1) The objectives relating to satisfying surroundings 
varied In importance from $3.3 to 100. with median of 
69.7 per esnt. 
(2) Ths objectives related to quality of foods varied in im- 
portance from $0. to 90.3 with median of 69.6 percent. 
(3) The objectives related to use of time and energy varied 
in importance from $5.1* to 100 with median of 79.3 
per cent. 
2. There is considerable difference as to the importance of objectives 
classified under the four levels of achievement. (Table 3 and 
Figure 1 to 6) 
a. Those concerned with development of a desire to do were con- 
sidered of major importance as indicated by rating of from 
87.5 to 100 with median of 90.4 per cent. 
b. Following closely come those concerned with developing habits 
of doing as shown by rating of 75.4 to 96.5 with median of 
84.2 per cent. 
c. Considerably lower in importance come the objectives classi- 
fied on the two levels—developing the ability to do, and 
ability to recognise. They were rated in above order from 69 
to 100 with median of 79.3 P*? cent and from 41.1 to 97.5 
with median of 72.2 per Ml* 
3. There was also considerable difference as to the importance of the 
objectives In the six groups. (Table 3). 
Figure 1. Difficulty experienceu as compared with importance of 
objectives related to satisfying surroundings clasalf 
on four achievement levels. 
Recognition Ability to Desire to   Habit of 






























\//y\    Percent who considered objective of major importance 
Percent who experienced great difficulty 
Percent who exoerienced some difficulty 
Figure 2.    Difficulty experienced as compared with importance of 
objectives  related to quality  of food  classified on 
four achievement levels. 
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[/^/|     Percent who considered objective of major importance 
I I     Percent who experienced great difficulty 
R\N     Percent who experienced some difficulty 
Figure 3. Difficulty experienced as compared with importance of 
objectives related to nutrition standards classified 
as to four achievement levels. 
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Percent who considered objective of major importance 
Percent who experienced great difficulty 
Percent who experienced some difficulty 
Figure U-    Difficulty experienced as compared with importance of 
objectives related to use of time and energy. 
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Percent who considered objective of major importance 
Percent who experienced great difficulty 
Percent who experienced some difficulty 
Figure 5. Difficulty experienced as compared with importance of 
objectives related to use of mc .   ssified as to 
four achievement levels. 
Recognition Ability to Desire to    Habit of 
















cent who considered objective of major importance 
Percent who experienced great difficulty 
Percent who experienced -jme difficulty 
Figure 6.    Difficulty experienced as compared with !■] 
objectives related to person! ::ified as to 
the four levels of achievement. 
Recognition    Ability to    Desire to Habit of 




















y(A   Percent who considered objective of major importance 
Percent who experienced great difficulty 
N^vj Percent who experienced some difficulty 
. 
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*. Those related to satisfactory surroundings and nutrition sUnd- 
ards are of first importance, the former haying median rating on 
various achievement levels from 89.7 to 100 with a man of 95.2 
por cent, tho latter from 84.2 to 100 with a Man of 94 per cont. 
b. Tho objectives related to uao of time and energy, uso of money, 
personal growth are next in importance being rated in above order 
from 79.3 to 96.5 with mean of 87.3 per cent, from 75.4 to 97.5 
with mean of 86.7 per cent, end from 81.7 to 89. with aaan of 
85.9 p*r oent. 
o. The objectives related to quality of food are of considerably 
less importance as indicated by rating of 41.1 to 96.7 with 
mean of 75.4 p»r oent. 
4.  There was also considerable difference of opinion an to the Import- 
ance of objectives in soao of the groups. This was especially notice- 
able in the groups classified under recognition of quality of food 
product and performance in preparing food. 
Table 4. Importance of objectives relating to recognition of quality 
of food products 
item on 
questionnaire 






Identified   No.iOn. Max. 2d.    ilin. ifauc. Ud. 
& 2 *    I    JL 
* Varieties or species 1-0(1-21)tH(l-3) 24 7.1 50.8 28.5 40.7 oo.7 51.7 
and kinds of food 
vitality of raw pro- 
ducts I-I(l-13),L(l-3) 16 29.3 96.7 78.0 3.3 47.5 18.6 
.uality of prepared 
products I-JU-9)       10 69.5 83.3 73.5 U.7 23.3 17.5 
SO 7t; ?6.7 414 3,3 66^7 4JH 
U 
a. Although there is marked agreement as to the importance of being 
able to recognise quality of »oked products (69.5 to 83.3 with 
median of 73.5 per oent) there is much difference of opinion as 
to the importance of recognising quality of raw products (29.3 
to 96.7* ■edian 76 per oent) and recognising varieties, species 
and kinds of food (7.1 to 50.8, median 28.5 par cent)(Table 4 
and Figure 7.) 
b. There is also considerable difference as to the importance of 
speelflo items In sons of the groups. 
1. The ability to recognise varieties or species of food pro- 
ducts as potatoes, apples, beans, peas, peaches, sweet 
potatoes, and fish Is rated such more important than others 
as cantaloupes, okra, and plums. (Appendix p.3) 
2. The ability to recognise quality of fresh vegetables and 
fruits, the kind, out and quality of meat were considered 
as of major importance by more than 90 per cent, thus rank- 
ing considerably higher than staples, canned fruit and vege- 
tables, butter and eggs. (Appendix p.3) 
0. That the teachers1 Judgement that ability of students to work 
independently in the preparation of food is of minor Importance 
is shown by the faot that they were rated as 32.1 to 98.3* 
median 69.0 per oent as compared with the objectives related to 
manipulative techniques 55.4 to 100, median 89.8 per cent and 
to follow instructions 91.5 to 95.1, median 95.0 per cent. 
(Table 5 and figure 8) 
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Teacher rating as 
to importance 
Secondary 
Identified       No. Min. Max. Ud.    Uin. Uax.    Ud. 
L—I—,1—j_X 
Manipulative techniquee II A(1-16),B,C,D,19 55.4 100.0 89.8 0.0 35.7 17.3 
Follow Instructions         II H (1-3)               3 91.5    95.1 95.0 3.3    6.8    5.0 
Indopondonoo                         U 0 (1-2) ,1(1 
-6) J.K.L.M            31 32.1    98.3 69.6 0.0 34.4 22.4 
53 32.1 100.0 75.4 3.3 35.7 21.4 
d. Of tho objectivos rolatod to preparation of food those concerned 
with Judging causes of failure, planning sequence of work in 
meal preparation, ekill in many of the techniques were rated by 
80 to 100 per cent of the teachers as Important. Those no re 
closely related to monagunent, as Judging what quality of raw 
products to use for various purposes, what type of product to 
sake under different conditions, were considered lnportant by 
about two thirds of the group. (Appendix p.3) 
•• In the above group, planning sequence of work in preparing a 
whole meal is rated more important than making en individual 
dishj working neatly and orderly than quickly and quietlyj ana- 
lysing the proportions and directions for a recipe, than the 
analysis of the ingredients, number of servings, oost, substitu- 
tion of ingredients and adjustment of recipe to number served. 
(Appendix p. 3) 
5.  Harked agreement was found as to tne Importance of objectives in 
•one groups, especially those rel ted to maintaining adequate nutri- 
II 
tlon and pupil growth.    (Table 6 and Figures 9) 
a.    The ability to recognise signs of good nutrition, the desire to 
practice and the hablta of practicing good nutrition habits,  also 
tha ability to plan wall balanced aaals war* rated by froa 95 to 
100 par cant of teachers aa af Major iaportance.    Howeyer, only 
81 to 84 per cant considered it equally important that pupila be 
able to plan nsals at low cost,  to assures responsibility for 
planning aaals at home or for helping awmbers of the family ton 
good nutrition habits.    (Appendix p.3) 







Teacher    rating aa 
to iaportance 
Major Secondary 
Identified No. Min.  Max.    Mad. Kin. Max.    Mod. 
 i i t i * i_ 
Reoognlse signs of 
good nutrition         IN                          1 95.1    95.1 95.1 4.9   4.9 4.9 
Ability to plan         n B,F.                   2 84.3 100.0 92.4 0.0 12.3 6.2 
Desire to practice   111 A (1)               1 96.7    96.7 96.7 3.3   3.3 3.3 
Habit of practicing IV A(1),C(1),(4) 3 81.4    96.6 84.2 3.4 18.6 15.8 
ife 81.4 160.0   95.1 6.0 13.6   UT 
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ty 73.6 96.5 87.5 3.5 ^.3 16.5 
b.    The objectives related to the growth of pupils in terns of human 
19 
relations and self education Mora considered of Major importanoa 
by mora than three-fourths of tha taaohars. 
c. Although it was considered by more than 80 per cent of the 
teachers important that pupils should be able to rocognizo evi- 
dencea of nice human relationships, to analyse causes of success 
in achieving them and have the desire to improve them, somewhat 
less than two thirds considered it important that they should 
cooperate with their family in some of those activities through 
which such family relationships can be developed.     (Appendix p.3) 
d. Teachers believe that they have a major responsibility for help- 
ing pupils learn how to study.    It ia shown by the fact that de- 
veloping the ability of pupils to recognise good learning tech- 
niques and developing desire and ability to assume responsibil- 
ity for own learning were rated as major objectives by from 80 
to 90 p*r cent of the teachers.    (Appendix p. 3) 
Difficulties encountered in achlovfog objectives. 
1. There is fairly close agreement as to the difficulties encounterud in 
achieving each group of objectives classified under the four levels 
of achievement.     (Table 8 anci Figure 1-6) 
2. In general, little difficulty has been encountered by the teachers. 
In only a few eases did ■• many as one-third have "great" diffi- 
culty *ltb any group.    These difficulties were with the objectives 
related to personal growth on the ability-to-do level, and nutri- 
tion stanoarde on the desire-to-do level.     (Table 8,  Figure 1-6) 
3. "Some" difficulty was reported by from approximately 55 to 80 per 
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cent of the teachers with the objective* under each of the four 
levels. (Table 8, | igurc 1-6) 
4. There ie little difference in the anount of difficulty experienced 
in the eix groups of objectives. Thoee related to the use of time 
and energy and use of money were aonewhat more difficult than other 
groups. (Table 8, figure 1-6) 
5. There is but little difference as to the difficulty encountered with 
objectives claseified under recognizing quality of food products. 
Slightly less difficulty was reported in developing the ability to 
recognize varieties, kinds and apecies of food thai. Is encountered 
in recognising quality oi raw and prepared foods. (Table 9 and 
Figure 7) This is in part explained by the fact that from 25 to 
50, median 35 per cent, reported "no experience" with that group of 
objectives. 
Table 9* Difficulties experienced with objectives related to 






Teacher rating as to 
amount of difficulty 
Great S°— 
Identified Lin. Max.    tfd.    kin. Max.    Md. 
Mo.   j       j, %       %       % % 
Varieties, Species, 
kinds of food I 0(1-21), H(l-3) 24   5.4   27.6   6.0   26.9 50.9    32.7 
.uality of raw 
products I 1(1-13), L(l-3) 16   3.7   29.8 11.1   45.1 69.2   55.4 
quality of pre- 
pared products I J(l-9) 10   0.0     7.8    4.9   27.2 63.5    55.8 
50 0.0 29.8 7.7 26.9 69.2 45.4 
6.  As a whole, little difficulty was encountered with the three groups 
of objectives classified under performance ability in preparing food. 
(Table 10 and Appondix p. 3) 
Figure 7. Difficulty experienced as compared with importance of 
objectives related to the three phases of recognition 
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a. It appears to b« nor* difficult to develop ability to work quick- 
ly, quietly and neatly than to do the various manipulative tech- 
niques,    (iiedlan of 90 versus 53 per cent) 
b. The objectives In whioh  some managerial ability ia needed oauae 
some difficulty.    About three-fourths of the group report some 
difficulty with objectives related to planning sequence of work 
in seal preparation ami preparation of individual dishes, wise 
•election of utensils, causes of failure, analyzing recipes, and 
from one-half to two—thirds with when to use various qualities 
of food. 
Table 10.    Difficulties experienced with objectives related to performance 
in preparing food. 
Items on Teacher rating as to amount of 
Questionnaire difficulty 
Objectives Ore*t                                    Some 
related 
to Identified No. .Win. Max.    Md.     Uin.    Uax.      Ud. 
i     i       i       i       t         t 
Manipulative 
techniques        II «(l-16),b,«,u   19 0.0   30.6    5.3     37.5   84.0   49.0 
Follow instruc- 
tions II H(l-3) 3 9.1   14.311.5     38.5   69.1   64.3 
Indspendence      II G(l-2),H(l-6) 
J.*.l.M 31 1.9    18.9    5.9 32.0    72.5    48.0 fi»a".a' ■a 53    0.6    30.6    6.6      32.0    84.0    48.1 
7.    There is considerable evidence of difficulty with various objectives 
related to maintaining adequate nutrition.    The most difficult seems to 
be to develop the desire to practice good nutrition habits,  which 
caused great difficulty to 35 psr cent and SOUM difficulty to 50 pw 
cent.    (Table 11.)    The least difficulty encountered is with recogni- 
tion of signs of good nutrition 68.5 P«r cent.    Planning of adequate 
meals at low cost, tho habit of following good nutrition practical, 
and helpim   improve family dietary caused son* difficulty for about 
80 par cent. 
Tabla 11. Difficulties experienced with objective! related to 







as to amount of 
dome 
related 
to Identified     No. Uin.    Max.    ltd. 
t         *         % 
Uin.    Uax.      Ud. 
*         %           ■ 
1 18.5    18.5 18.5      50.0    50.0    50.0 
2 16.7   19.6 18.2      58.8    68.5    63.7 
Recognise signs of 
good nutrition         I M 
Ability to plan         II E.F 
Desire to practice    III A.(l)         1   35.1   35.1 35.1     49.1    49.1   49.1 
Habit of practicing IV A(1),C(1), 
(4) 3   9.3     22.2 17.8 55,4    §?t3    ?7r4 a 7    9.3      35.118.5      50.0    68.5    57.4 
8.    Difficulty had been experienced by more than three-fourths of the 
teachers with the objectives related to the personal growth of the 
pupils.    (Table 12 and figure 10) 
a. Seventy-five per cent find it difficult to develop the ability 
of students to even recognise gooa learning techniques.    Uore 
than eighty percent have some difficulty in developing the 
ability or even the desire to assume responsibility for self 
education.    It is especially significant that "great" diffi- 
culty was experienced by a larger percent of teachers with 
these than with other group of objectives.     (Appendix p.3) 
b. Slightly fewer teacbere experienced great difficulty with 
objectives classified as related to human relationehips than 
those related to self education.    The development of the 




















yX   ''ercent who con. >f major importance 
Percent who experie 
Beat who  ex] sd some difficulty 
ability to understand cause of success or failure In human 
relationships was eapeoially difficult.    (Appendix p.3) 
Table 12.     Difficulties experienced with objectives related to 




Teacher rating as to amount of 
difficulty 
fireat                             some 
related 
to Identified No. Kin.    '{ax.    lid.  uin. Uax.    yd. 
%       %       its       % 
Human relations  I 0,   III B,   D,   IV B, 
D(l-4) 8 
Self Education    I f,   II V(l-5), 
  m C (1-?) 11     9.3   3Q.0    24.1 W.O 74.6 54.0 
Cauae of difficulty in achieving oojeotivee. 
1. Many conditions were responsible for the difficulties encountered in 
recognising quality of food products. Lack of food supplies and in- 
sufficient tia-3 in the home economics program were the chief causes 
of difficulty In 46.7 and 37.4 per cent of Urn cases. Prcm 14 to 30 
per cent explained difficulty as due to lack of pupil time at school 
and horns, inadequate physical plant, not suited to pupil ability, or 
inability of teacher.    (Table 13). 
2. Lack of pupil time at school an<i home caused much more aorioua diffi- 
culty in developing the ability to recognise quality of prepared foods 
than in learning to recognise varieties of foods or even to recognise 
quality of raw products.    (Appendix p.3) 
3. On the other hand, laok of food supplies caused difficulty for more 
than 50 per cant In developing ability to recognise either varieties 
3.»   21.6   17.3 49.0 74.4 62.4 
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13   29.5 92.5 50.0   0.010.0   6.5   2.2 20.0   8.7 15.0 32.* W.« a-0 *7.l 29.6   8.7 13.3 20.6 
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and kind* of food* or quality of raw product*.    Only 26 par c«nt 
attributed their difficulty in recognising quality foods to thia 
causa. 
Lack of pupil tin* at school and home was the principal cause of 
difficulty in developing perfomanoe ability in the preparation of 
food,    insufficient time in the home economic* program, inability 
of teacher, not suited to pupil, inadequacy of physical plant, and 
lack of food supplius were given as causes in from 22 to 49 per 
cent of oasee.    (Table 15) 
Uany of the difficulties experienced in relation to the various ma- 
nipulative techniques were attributed to lack of pupil time at home 
and school,    sixty-* ight percent reported that the difficulty en- 
countered In developing the ability to work neatly, one-third the 
ability to work quietly and quickly, and one-half the skill in tech- 
nique, were due to this cause.    (Appendix p.3) 
Developing performance ability in preparation of food met with many 
obstacles in those oases where managerial ability is needed.    Lack 
of pupil time at home and achool account* for the difficulties exper- 
ienced by about 70 per cent of the teacher* in relation to develop- 
ing the ability to plan sequence of taork in preparing individual 
foods or a meal, and about 40 per cent to lack of ability to create 
desire on part of pupil.    Inability of teach-r, lack of food pro- 
ducts, Inadequate physical plant, resulted in difficulty with other 
managerial Jobs such as Judging quality of products,   and utonails to 
use.     (Appendix p.3) 
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7. uany faotors have been reaponaibl. for the great amount of difficult/ 
encountered with the objectives related to Maintaining adequate nutri- 
tion.     The moat outat ending  causes were la ek of pupil tima at achool 
and home, tha organisation of the turn economic 8 program which pro- 
vide* insufficient tie* for thia unit, and tin* and facilitlee for 
home visiting,  la ok of awana to etimulat* ttw deaire of pupil a and 
the Inability of the teacher. 
8. Lack of pupil tine at horn* and achool accounted for the difficulties 
encountered by one-third to one-half of the teachers.    About three- 
fourths reported that failure to develop the habit of assuming re- 
sponsibility for osal planning at home, as compared with 15 par cent 
for recognising evidences of jood nutrition wsre attributed to this 
cause.    (Appendix p.3) 
9. The inability of the teacher to create the desire of the pupils 
played a rmry significant part in the difficulties encountered in 
developing ability to recognize signs of good nutrition, the habit 
8 of helping members of the family to learn to enjoy foods. I', like- 
wise is responsible for difficulties experienced by about one-sixth 
of the fieoup in developing the ability and habit of planning meals. 
(Appendix p.3) 
10. About one-third of the group experienced difficulties due to their 
own inability in developing tha ability to recognise signs of  good 
nutrition, and the habit of helping family improve their food 
habits.    (Appendix p.3) 
11. Of the oauaes of the difficulties experienced in fostering personal 
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growth of the pupile, tho outstanding on* rwoognised by the teachers 
ia tho inability of the tcachero (37.5 por cent),    othor causes re- 
cognised by about ono-fourth of tho group inducted l*ck of pupil tia» 
at aohool and hoae,  inability and laek of intoraat on part of pupil, 
inadequate tin* in tbo unit,  unu provision for hoaw viaiting. 
(Tablo 17.) 
12.      Tho Inability of tho toaohor is  racognisod by froa 30 to 40 por eont 
in doToloping ability to rooogniao ovidonooa of nioo huun relation- 
anlps, to understand tho causa of suoooaa or failuro, to davolop 
tho habit of practicing or of cooperating with ntabers of the 
fanily in thoao aetiritioa through which nioa rolationahipa sight bo 
dorolopad.    Lack of pupil time also accounts for difficultioa en- 
countered in developing eooperation with the family group* 
13*      Laek of ability of pupils and lack of ability of teachers to stiieu- 
lata their desire again prevents success in achieving nice buaan re- 
lations . 
lit.      That teachers encounter difficulty in developing the ability or de- 
sire of pdpila to rooogniao good learning techniques,  to see and to 
solve probleas, ia recogniaod by about 40 per cent aa due to the 
Inability of the teachers.    To a leaaer extent this, the aost 
serious of all difficulties,   ia due to lack of pupil tiaw at school 
and hoaw. 
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Chapter IV 
SUCMH3TI0M3 POR THE U3i OP THE SCHOOL LUHCH 
Because of the recognition of the importance of certain objectives 
and the difficulty experienced by th« teachers who contributed to this 
study, the writer has liaited her further study. 
An analysis of the purpose, the orgnnisation, and adoinistration of 
the VJork i rojeots Administration lunch room suggests that it should offer 
opportunities for pupils to here such experiences as will help than ach- 
iere the objectives which seen to be the aoat challenging to the teachers. 
These are: 
1. Derelopmant of desire of pupils to do the beet they can.    This 
was recognised by the teachers as being more inportant than de- 
veloping either the ability to do, the habit of doing or the 
ability to recognise good standards as related to the various 
objectives. 
2. Development of the ability to assume responsibility for their 
own education, that Is, to recognise evidences of good learning 
techniques,  see the problem,  select reliable eource of informe- 
tion, pick out functioning inforaation, apply it, arrive at a 
solution,   and evaluate results. 
3. Development of the ability to recognise signs of good nutrition, 
the desire to end habit of practicing good nutrition. 
The following are situations in the .»rk I reject. Administration 
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lunoh room which «kti it appear to offsr excellent facilities for the 
accompliahment of tho above objectivea.    Thajr ara the followingi 
1. Bork projects Administration lunoh room* ara sat op only in 
achoola whara seventy-five psroant of tha childran ara needy 
or malnouriahad. 
2. They aarva all agaa of childran. 
3. Pood supplies ara obtainad from tho surplus Cotsmodity Ad- 
ministration, from local organisations, work projacta Ad- 
ministration gardens and canneries, or local stores. 
4*    Tha boms economics teacher and —here of the health de- 
partment may be membera of the adTisory oomnittee. 
5. Teachera who sat in tha lunchroom must aarre as supervisors. 
Thay also eat tha food served tha pupils. 
6. schools in which there ara '.fork prcjsdts Administration lunch- 
rooms can not ssrve weiners,   soft drinks,  and candy. 
7. Th« apaoe and equipment uaad must most definite requiromonts 
as sat up by this agency. 
8. The school lunoh oust mast the atata standards for sanitation. 
9. workers must have food handler'a cards. 
The following are activities in which it sssas possibls that home 
economics pupils might participate in ordsr to achiere these objectives 
with which the teachers are having difficulty! 
1. Obssrvs the results achieved by improving the diet of mal- 
nourished children. 
2. Actually plan nutritious dishee or meals on very low cost levels. 
Car* mist be Ukra in selecting then and in some cases it may 
even be necessary to fortify then. 
3.    Plan seals using a limited variety of food stuffs in such a 
way as to prevent them from becoming monotonous. 
4*    observe results achieved with various methods of getting 
children to accept foods to which they are prejudiced. 
5. Observe the effect of a teaching program designed to help 
children to eat correctly. 
6. Observe how pupils respond to behavior of their group as to 
table manners, and to food choices. 
7. Prepare for newspapers or mimeographed sheets, to be dis- 
tributed to homes of student, five day menus for breakfast 
and supper, to supplement the school lunch.    This may be 
done on several cost levels. 
8. Observe the behavior of their own brothers and sisters in the 
school lunchroom with the idea of hwlping the homo meet their 
special needs. 
9. Compare the different varieties and qualities of foods. 
10. Compare quality of cooked foods prepared from various qualities 
end grades of raw foods. 
11. Compare the length of the storage time for various foods 
and also the effect of the method of storage on the food. 
12. Us* equipment which is suited to that community. 
13. Observe changes in attitu** of children toward the nutritious 
foods. 
U.    Observe eating habits of children, their acceptance and 
Jectanoe of food and the causes of each. 
15. Observe how children react to situations present In the aohool 
lunchroom whloh will enable thea to undoratand battar their 
brothara and alatora. 
16. jlan animal fending  experiment* and direct grade aehool ohlldran 
In carrying th*a out. 
17. Assume responsibility for checking frequently to see that atate 
atandarda of sanitation have boon mot in tha lunchrooai. 
18. Check themeelvoa at regular lntarvula aa to thwir own health 
atandarda and precticea. 
19. Observe practices of others handling food. 
20. Assume responsibility for staking work schedule a and working on 
schedule. 
The writer believes that tha following conditions oust exist for the 
plan to be successful: 
1. Thure must bs a close cooperation between th« home ooonoaica 
teachers and the state and diatrict auparvisore of the Work 
Projects Administration sohool lunchrooais. 
2. The teacher must so plan her program that atudenta who parti- 
cipate in the aohool lunch will have an opportunity to catch 
up on work done during the tie* they are absent from it. 
3. The teacher must be willing for her eohedule to be rmry flexible. 
The hoas economics teacher must bs capable of oauain., these con- 
ditions to exist to obtain full benefit of the echool lunchrooai. 
Chaptar V 
" 
Summary and Recommendations 
How can participating in activities connected with the Works l rejects 
Administration lunch rooma help pupils to achieve ends that ara diffi- 
cult to achiavo in tha usual hoas aconoaica olaas room?,   To find at least 
a tentative answer to that question was tha purpose of thia study.    What 
are the important objectives with which teaohsra are having difficulties? 
What are the cauaaa of these difficulties?   To secure answers to these 
questions a questionnaire was sent to sixty-one North Carolina hoae 
economics teachers. 
When classified as to the areas covered, the objectives relating to 
maintenance of adequate nutrition and satisfactory surroundings were of 
major importance.    Next in order comes those related to use of time and 
energy, use of money, personal growth, and quality of foods. 
When these groups were again analysed, those objectives related to 
tha developasnt of tha ability to contributa to one's own education were 
of major importance. 
Difficulties were encountered on all four levela, in each area into 
which tha objectives were classified.    The most outstanding difficulties 
were experienced in developing the deaira to achieve.    Th« areas in 
which difficulties were greatest were in aaintaining adequate nutrition 
and aelf-educatioa. 
Many were the eauees of these difficulties.    Lack of pupil time, 
lack of time for this unit, lack of time and facilities for home visiting, 
inability of the teacher, lack of food supplies, and lack of meana of do- 
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veloping the interest of stuuents all appaarad as cauaaa of difficulty. 
A llat of poaflibla student activities in tha Work irojects Admln- 
ietration lunch roon situation were found to half teachers to overcome 
thaaa difficultiaa. 
Tha writer recommends tho following: 
1. That all collegaa that train home economics taaohara ahoold provide 
for seniors In training an opportunity to participate in tha devel- 
opment of a aehool and community wida nutrition program. Thia pro- 
gram ahould ba designed to aquip than to halp studanta recognise 
signs of good nutrition, plan meals nutritionally adequate, to have 
daaira and habit of practicing good nutrition. 
2. That tha coliagea responsible for training teach'-ra aaka such exp- 
eriments as will enable them to find moans of developing the ability 
of pupils to aaauoa responsibility for their own education. 
(1) to recognise r;ood learning techniques 
(2) to aae problems 
(3) to select reliable information 
(4) to pick out functioning information 
(5) to apply information and arrive at aolution 
(6) to evaluate resulta 
3. That in the revision of the State Courae of study an effort be made 
to define more carefully and lla)it objeetivee for high school home 
economice classes. 
4. That a group of eight to ten of the best teaehers be selected and 
guided in the development of a program which will enable thaa to 
, 
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aake real progreaa during 1941 and 1942 in 
(a) defining and limiting the objactlvea that they will 
attenpt to achiave. 
(b) developing a aohool and cowunity nutrition prograa in 
which thay will sake uea of tha auggaetiona for uaa of 
the aohool lunch,  and aaxlnaim us* of all community 
ageneiea that are intareated in nutrition. 
(e)    Finding awane to develop interaat and ability of pupila 
to carry reaponaibility for own education. 
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n's Colicco,   U.   N.   C. 
Greensboro, Morth Carolina 
111 rch 13, 1941 
Der.r Hone Economics Teacher: 
The problem on which I tun working f or my thesis at Woman's Colic re. is 
".'. Suggested Pirn for Achieving Cortrin Specific Objectives  through the 
Secondary Program in Foods and nutrition."    On the*recommendation of my 
"d.viscr,  "iss Mabel V.  Campbell,  1  I :ing a selected croup of teachers, to 
-ssist ne.     You have been  recommended by Miss Virginia WartI of the State 
Dep"rtment of Education. 
I hevo chosen this problem for five reasons:    First, as a teacher, I 
r did succeed in providing such learning situation in the usual school and 
home set-up as would, help my students achieve some of the  objectives which I 
believed  to  be very important for them.    Second.  I never was quite sure that 
some of these objectives were really important to my high school students. 
,  I believe that the school lunch program might provide Lence which 
properly integr! ted with cli ss  room instruction will contribute to the growth 
of the pupil.    Fourth, the ir.crer.se in number of school lunch i   Ln North Carolina 
will afford an oxcellent opportunity for experimentation.     Fifth,  I believe that 
through  closer cooper tion between the home economics torch'.r and t • of 
the   school lunch that the lunch  can make a more effective contribution to the 
entire community. 
I plan to base my study on the information secured through the question- 
naire of  which two copies are enclosed.    You will note that provision has b 
for you to indicate through proper checking: 
1. What you consider to be the relative importance of the  objectives 
listed for the high school. 
2. The defroe of difficulty you have encountered in having your 
students achieve the objective. 
3. The reason for the difficulty or why you have not tried to 
achieve the objective. 
This  list of possible  objective.        Lch is in  general based on "the State 
ested Course of Study" includes objectives which I believe- range from very 
important  (hence "should be stressed") to those of little value  (heacc "should 
not be  attempted")  to the high school students with whom I have worked. 
I am enclosing two copies of the questionnaire,  one  of which you may k 
and  the other I .am asking you to fill out ;>nd return to me.     At the completion 
of the  study,  some means will be provided to make  the  results available to the 
home economics teachers of the State. 
Thanking you for your cooperation,  time, and trouble,  I 
Sincerely yours, 
4 CrJitU ,^0 C&ofc >t( < 
Catherine Turner 
CT/m 
Enc.   2 
DIRECTIONS FOR CHECK . 
1. Gheck each of the objectives listed in the column or columns 
which expresses your Judgment relating to each of the following 
divisions: 
a. Relative inportance of possible objective 
b. Relative difficulty in having stude:.ts achieve possible 
objective 
c. Explanation of cause of difficulty encountered or reason 
objective has not been tried. 
Notes: 1. Divisions I and II of the objectives pertain to 
actual":     - while divisions III and IV are 
concerned with attitudes. They are not dupli- 
cations of I and II. 
2. For each objective only one column under 
divisions A and B should be checked, while 
many c     nay i ■   eked under C. 
3. In case subheads are 1J    check each of t] 
than the main objects . 
2. Checking is to be done as follows: 
a. Place a (O in columns wher' s, and 
b. Place a (0) in columns where statement does not apply. 
3. In case the i     .  ioes not express your jud      place a 
1, 2, etc. in column narked "comment1' r, at the end 
of qu        *e to correspond with the number in the colui 
PLE: 
A B C 
Objective Relative Relative Explanation of cause cf difficulty 
(What  is expect.d Importance Difficulty encountered or reason objective has 
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